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I. ANNOUNCEMENTS 

1. ~~ A, Emerson Memorial 

The Department of Plant Breeding at Cornell University is pleased to 
announce that in all' probability the R. Ao Emerson Memorial will be com
pleted within the present year. This Memorial will consist of a lighted 
glass exhibit case in which will be displayed a photograph of Dr. Emerson 
and changing exhibits of his work, together with current studies of the 
Department. The monetary goal originally set for the Memorial was $500, 
At this date 44 contributions totaling $302 have been received. Friends or 
Dr. Emerson who wish to contribute to the Memorial may send checks, payable 
to Cornell University, to Miss Frances Feehan, Department of Plant Breeding, 
Cornell University, Ithaca, New York. 

2. Minutes of the, 1922 Meeting of Maize G~eticists 

The meeting of maize geneticists held at Cornell University (A.I.B.S. 
Meetings) on September 9, 1952, was attended by approximately 40 people. 
Discussion was centered around an agenda prepared by the Coordination 
Committee which had been appointed during the year by Dr. C. R. Burnham. A 
summary of the minutes of the previous meeting at Minneapolis in September, 
1951, was read and discussed& 

Dr. H. H. Smith, of Cornell University, gave a brief report on the 
present status of the Maize Genetics Cooperation. Maintenance of the 
Cornell stocks and their distribution are currently in the care of Miss 
Sherwood. Dr. Smith emphasized that after a long period of beneficient 
financing the Rockefeller Institute is withdrawing its support of the Coopera
tion this year (1953). Funds from this source are available only through 
June 30, 1953. While doubt was expressed concerning the source of funds to 
finance the maintenance and distribution of the Cornell stocks Dr. Smith 
reassured the group that there would be little difficulty in securing funds to 
finance the News Letter at Cornell. 

Dr. M. M. Hoover gave a report on the status of the request submitted 
by the Illinois Station for funds from Research and Marketing 983, New Crops 
(North Central 7). The proposed project outlined the following objectives: 
(1) Maintenance and preservation of adapted genetic stocks; (2) Development 
of new combinations of testers; (3) Linkage determinations of unp1aced genes; 
(4) Search for new genes, NC-7 funds could be applied legitimately to 
objective (1) above, involving maintenance and preservation of adapted genetic 
stocks. Mr. Hoover reported that the request for funds had peen approved by 
the Technical Committee, NC7, at a meeting at Wooster, Ohio, August 25.26, " 
1952, and that the funds, $2500 in amount, probably would be activated July 1, 
1953. 

Dr. M. M~ Rhoades, in charge of the Illinois Program, reported that 
inventories of maize stocks would be solicited generally and that planting 
wf"u1d be begtm in 1953. It is intended to convert stocks to make them more 
adaptable, He announced that a copy of the project requesting funds from 
Research and Marketing would be sent to everyone on the roster of M.G.C. 



Dr. E. G. Anderson raised the question of whether R. and M. funds 
could be employed for conversion of stocks. Dr. Hoover offered that these 
funds could legitimately support this activity. Dr. Rhoades indicated that 
additional funds to support the remaining objectives of the program would be 
sought at the University of Illinois. 

Dr. Burdick raised the matter of the linkage assignments which had long 
ago been "farmed out" chromosome by chromosome to various maize geneticists. 
The general con census seemed to be that this had proved a relatively un
rewarding enterprise. In view of the abSence of Dr. Burnham, who has in hand 
the data on the assignments, final action on this question was postponed 
until the next meeting. . 

Dr. Wright brought up for consideration the question of the status of 
the present Coordination Committee, and the floor was opened for nominations. 
A motion was made that the committee members be continued: Dr" Wright, Dr. 
Anderson, Dr. Eckhardt, Dr. Laughnano Seconded by H. H. Smith and passed witp 
no discussion. 

Regarding the News Letter, Dro E. GQ Anderson commended Dr. Smith for 
the efficient manner in which he had handled the News Letter in the past, 
pointing out the great service which this pllblice.tion renders to our group 
and to others and suggested that in view of lack of funds in the future to 
finance it a subscription fee of $1 might be levied lol Dr'" Smith pointed out 
that funds are still available for 1953 publication but that editing may 
have to be done elsewhere than at CornelL, Dr. Rhoades indicated that a 
sUbscription fee would work an undue J.1Hrc1ship on graduate students. Dr. Smith 
pointed out that he tho1:iGht there would be no difficulty in financing the 
News Letter either at IIH.nois or at. Cornell~ It was agreed that there would 
be no current charge to Coop members for the News Letter. The News Letter 
topic was concluded with a strongly worded statement from Dr" Edgar Anderson 
who counseled upon the proper use and care of the publication. 

The need for an up-to-date summary on maize linkages and for continuing 
work on this aspect of maize genetics was emphasized by Dr. E. G, Anderson.* 
The matter of a current linkage summary was referred to the committee for 
further consideration. 

John R. Laughnan 

*EDITOR'S NOTE: In regard to summaries on maize 11.nkages it should be noted 
that the 1935 Summary of Emerson, BeadIer and Fraser is now available in 
limited numbers from the Depa:rtment of PJ.ant Breading at Cornell. Moreover, 
the recent publication of J t Weijer in B io:i.iogrEphic Genetica XIV (3-4) 
1952 includes a compilation of maize genetic types as well as a complete 
bibliography. 



II. REPORTS FROM COOPERATORS 

BROOKHAVEN N~TIONAL LABORATORY 
UPTON, LONG ISLAND, N.Y. 

Biology Department 

1. Induction of Dominant Phenot~y~ by BQdiation. 
" 

This investigation was designed to study the effect of irradiation 
upon anthocyanin formation in the ~leurone of a stock recessive for one of 
the factors whose dominant allele ~s ordinarily necessary for anthocyanin 
production" The recessive III allele was chosen for study. For the first 
series, alalA2A2CCRRPrprdtdt plants were grown in pails in a non-irradiation 
area and selfed OI' sibbed -, At twent,y-four or forty-eight hours after gollina
tion, the plants were placed at var~ous distances from a 145 curie C06 r 
source, and remained there until ma~urity (42-49 days)~ The ears were 
harvested and the kernels classified'. A similar series was grown in a non
irradiation area and seIfed or sibbe~ for controls~ At a dose of 390 r/day 
of y-irradiation approximately twenty-six percent of the endosperms show a 
mottled anthocyanin aleurone, at low~r doses the percent of anthocyanin 
aleurones is correspondingly lesso The majority of the mottled aleurones 
are pink, however an occasional aleurone will be purple or a mixture of pink 
and purple. The mottled areas are irregular in shape and vary in size. 
This phenotype appears to be similar to that prev10usly described by Sager 
(Maize Genetics Cooperation News Letter 1948), Brawn (Maize Genetics 
Cooperation News Letter 1949), McClintock (unpublished) and others as "flush". 
In no instance did the mottled anthocyanin pattern appear definitely to be 
the dotted phenotype as first described by Rhoades, although it may be some· 
what similar to the dotted phenotype recently described for an al allele by 
Nuffer (Maize Genetics Cooperation News Letter 1950). 

A majority of the endosperms showing the mottled anthocyanin pigmenta
tion appear to be associated with an undetermined germless conq,ition (i.e. 
embryos fail to develop)o This is also true for those carried thru the next 
generation. There are some kernels showing the "flushll endosperm in whioh 
the embryo appears normal. 

Another class of kernels was found in which the aleurones were a 
mottled brown. These are also heritable and occurred chiefly at the higher 
doses. 

For the second series, mature pollen from ~lalA'2A,CCRRPrprdtdt plants 
was given :2000 r of x-ray and used to pollinate S:ister plants. Approximately 
two percent of the resulting aleurones were of the I1flush" type. 

In the controls one "flush'! aleurone occurred in a total of 4905 
kernels examined. 

Further studies are in progress in an attempt to determine the nature 
and inheritance of this IIflushu condition. 

E. J. Dollinger 



2. Linkage of ~]3 and ~. 

In the 1952 Maize News Letter No. 26, p. 6., Matthews reported a new 
character shrunken3 which was not allelic to shl and sh2• This oharaoter 
which occurred in PI-183644 from Turkey, resembles brittlel, more than 
shrunken and has been renamed ~rJtt~~3. It is on chromosome 5 but possibly 
closer to ~ than is btl_ 

A cross of bt3 x al sh2 gave 5 selfed ears with the following segre
gation among the colored seeds. (Since there is only about .25 percent 
crossing over between 111 and .§h2 there would have been a very few sh~ among 
the colored kernels). Pr ~ 481, Pr bt3 232, pr + 256, pr bt3 6, ind~cating 
about 15 percent linkage of Pr and ~3. Exact amount will be determined 
from backcross data in 1953. 

Crosses will be made in 1953 between bt3 and other ~ stocks. 

W. R. Singleton 

In late summer last year it was noticed that kernels of nearly 
mature sh2 stocks were noticeably sweet. Readings with a band refractometer 
ranged from 9 to 21 with one line averaging 19.4, while the low line averaged 
12.8 on a reading of 10 plants, An inbred line of !hl was more uniform 
with averages between 15.3 and 16.0 for four progenies. It is not suggested 
shrunken stocks be used for edible corn but the sugar content probably 
compares favorably with .§l:! stocks. 

Vi .. R. Singleton 

CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
PASADENA 4, CALIFORNIA 

and 
OITR.US EXPERIMENT STATION 

RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA 

1. Chromo&£~~_£~acem~ of new gepes from radiation_ 

Linkage tests of seedling mutants with endosperm marked translocations 
have determined the chromosome or linkage group for 14 of these mutants, 
and as our seedling tests are not yet completed, it is expected that several 
more will be placed. These 14 are as follows; 



Character 

white seedling 
sienna 
yellow 
w(albino) 

~fue fluorescent no~ 2 
fungoid 
white (green base) 
zebra 
dwarf 
dwarf 
dwarf 
dwarf 
dwarf 

Source 

4BB9 
7758 
7716 
7716 

(old gene) 

B057 
7263 
5588 
pSI 
7335 
8201 
8004 
8054 

Chromosome 

9 
8 

9 or 10 
:3 
2 

10 
1 
6 
9 
2 
9 
9 
9 
9 

Some of the last four dwarfs are probably alleles but are of independent 
origin. They have not yet been intercrossed. 

These are the results of seedling tests of crosses of genes with 
translocation cultures grown mostly for other purposes.. Naturally the 
orosses were made with whatever suitably m?.rked translocations happened to 
be available. The past year two blo0ks were laid out for this purpose, and 
orosses made in more orderly fashion~ These have given us more adequate 
coverare for a. larger nU.mber of fenes, the results of which should be avail
able next winter" The results to date are very encouraging and, we believe, 
amply justify using the endosparm-marked translocation technique for the 
placement of new genes in their respective linkage groups. 

E. G. Anderson 

2. u~..llirf~~t seedling in maiz~ .. 

One blue fluorescent character has been described (Teas and Anderson) 
which appears as a recessive in the seedling stafe but acts as a dominant in 
the anthers. Linka.ge tests have placed the gene either in chromosome 5 or 
far out in the long arm of chromosome 9. 

In 1950, three families from gamma ray and atomic bomb radiation each 
gave a single plant which segreeated brilliant blue fluorescent seedlings. 
Paper chromatograms showed them to be different from the earlier type. Inter
crosses also showed them to be different from blue fluorescent-I. The 
irradiated parents ",rare vddely different, but each had been pollinated by 
the same standard plant (3159-7) whose parentage involved only untreated C05 
and L3l7. Six other irradiated plants had been pollinated by the same 
standard, but only gave normal offspring. A repetition of all 9 families in 
1952 yielded 7 additional plants which segregated blue fluorescent seedlings. 
The totals for the two plantings were: 



6. 

Irradiated parent normal segregating fluorescent 

3173-9 49 1 
tI -10 48 1 

3175-2- 44 3 
II -4 52 0 
tt -5 45 1 

3176-6 44 0 
tI -9 46 0 
" -20 36 2 

3177-14 42 2 

Total 406 10 

Thus only 2.5 per cent of the progeny of 3154-27 carried the mutant gene. 
The mutation was a spontaneous one and affected a sector including about 
one twentieth of the tassel. 

Crosses were made with a series of waxy translocations. The test
crosses were made with a recovered waxy fluorescent. Seedling tests gave 
the following data: 

Translocation Total 

wx l-9c 143 
wx 2-% 167 
wx 3-9c 267 
wx 4"'9b 264 
wx 5-9c 264 
wx 6-9a 255 
wx 6-9c 211 
wx 8-9d 192 
wx 9-l0b 82 

Crossovers 

78 
86 

158 
133 
149 
117 
105 

97 
11 

Per cent 

54.5 
51.5 
5902 
50.4 
56.4 
45.9 
49,8 
50.5 
13.4 

The linkage with wx 9-lOb would indicate the fene location in chromosome 
10, probably in the middle section. 

E .. G. Anderson 

3. binkage s~udies involying homozyg9us chromosome~~~ew~nts. 

During the course of linkare studies of chromosome rearrangements, a 
considerable amount of data has been accumulated on lJU-U2 or Q-,!! linkage 
relations in various homozygous rearrangements. The chromosome rearrangements 
used are listed in Tables 1 and 2, torether with their reported cytological 
positions. The cytological determinations listed are those which seem most 
nearly in accord with the present genetic information. The positions given 
for Inversion 2a are those reported by Dr. D. T. Morgan. The remainder of 
the determinations were made by Dr. A. E. Longley. 



Table 1. Chromosome 2 re~ 
arrangements studied in 
homozygous condition. 

-...1. ___ _ 

Rearrangement Cytological 
Position 

., -. 
Inv 2 a 2S.7 2L.8 
2 .. 3 c 28.5 38.7 
2 ... 7 6372-2 2S.l 7L.2 
2-8 6612-2 2S.4 8L.6 . 
2 ... 9 a 28.5 9L.9, 

. 

7 •. 

Table 2. Chromosome 9 translocations 
studied in homozygous condition. 

Rearrangement 

1-9 4398-4 
1-9 4995-5 
2-9 6656"4 
3-9 0 

4-9 5657-2 
5~9 a 
6-9 b 
7--9 7074-6 
8-9 6673-6 

,I 

Cytological 
Position 

lL 0 5 98.2 
lL.2 98.1 
2L.4 9S.3 
3L.,2 9S.2 
41.3 98.1 
5L0 8 98.2 
6L.l 9S.4 
7L.l 98.8 
8L.3 98.2 

The genetic data have indicated that the point of translocation in 
chromosome 2 is proximal to the 1£1~2 region in each of the rearrangements 
listed in Table 1. Of the chromosome 9 translocations listed in Table 2, 
only 7-97074-6 is distal to g. The remainder are to the right of ~, thol,lgh 
it is not certain that all are in the short arm of the chromosome. The map 
locations of most of the translocations discllssed here were reported in the 
1952 News Letter. 

Plants homozygous for a ohromosome rearrangement and heterozygous for 
the genes being studied vrere test-crossed reciprocally. The results are ' 
summarized in Table 3. Where recombination values from female and male trans
mission of the Fl were not signific8ntly different, only the totals were 
entered. In a few cases such data were tabulated separately, the values 
from female transmission being indicated by the letter F and those from 
male transmission by an M. 

The Maize Linkare Summary indicates a map distance of 19 units for 
the 19l-g12 region and 26 per cent recombination between g and~. The 1&1-
Bl2 recombination values in Table 3 are seen to be in rather close agreement 
with the standard map value, with the exception of the data involving 
2-86612-20 The recombination values there are somewhat higher in both female 
and male transmission. The ~-~combination values in homozygous rearrange
ments are in several cases considerably above the average reported in the 
Linkage Summary. In the case of 2-96656"4' there is indication of a 
difference in the frequency of recombination in female and male transmission. 
Unfortunately, data from female transmission are available from only one 
plant. However, this same plant was used in two crosses as a pollen parent, 
with recombination values of 36.4 and 32,,0 in the progeny (average value 
33.8, based on 650 individuals). 

Both 5 .. 9a and 6"1'9b gave considerably lorrer recombination values, with 
the data from reciprocal crosses in close agreement. It may not be irrelevant 



Table 3. Testcross data of 19l-E12 and Q~!4 recombination values in 
homozygous chromosome rearrangements. 

Rearranrement Total Total . Mean % 
Number recom- % Number** - binants Re comb ination* -- " ! 

kl -g12 Recombination 

Inv 2 a 4846 912 18.82 18~15 ± 2.34 4544 
2-3 c 4953 990 19.99 20.42 .t 1.97 4953 
2-7 6372-2 3111 561 18.03 18.22.± 2.04 2945 
2 .... 8 6612-2 1932 (F) 480 24.84 

1072(M) 289 26.96 
3004 .769 25.60 25.4l.t 2.57 2826 

2-9 5745 1231 21.43 21.61 .t 1.89 5651 

.Q-!! Recombination 

1"'9 4398-4 1732 583 33.66,1 33.70.± 4.34 1732 
1-9 4995-5 10805 3611 33.42 33.04..:t 1.79 10549 
2-9 6656"4 157 (F) , 33 21.02 

2654(M) . 902 33.99 34.38 ± 1.55 2654 
3-9 c 9526 2925 30.71 30.39 ± 2.00 9204 
4-9 5657-2 9614 3255 33.86 34.02 ± 1.78 9402 
5-9 a 8056 1993 24.74 24.48 ± 1.97 7887 
6-9 b 2721 646 23.74 23.62 ± .2.52 2721 
7-9 7074-6 1507(F) 487 32.32 32.21 ± 2.15 1507 

1442(M) 327 22_68 22.91 ± 6.70 1442 
8-9 6673-6 3085 1082 35.07 35.13.± J. G 98 2961 

------...-. 
* Based on progenies larger than 100. 
** Total number of individuals in progenies larger than 100. 

that both of these translocations display much non-homologous pairing and 
suppression of crOSSing over in the heterozygous condition. 

8. 

Recombination values from female transmission were higher in 7-97074.6 
than those from male transmission. In this homozygous translocation·the 

. C-.vx region occupies its normal position with respect to the centromere of 
chromosome 9 but most of the long arm of chromosome 7 is attached distally. 
In the reconstituted 79 chromosome, therefore, the C-wx region is in the 
proximal portion of a long arm. It will be of interest to investigate the 
1.!:u-g12 recombination value in homozygous 2-3a, in which the translocation 
point is distal to ],gl. In this case, as with 7-97074-6, a fairly long 
chromosome segment is attached distal to the region whose recombination 
values &re being studied, 



9. 

The data presented sug~est that the recombination values of a region 
are dependent upon its position in the chromosome complement. It is not 
yet clear vrhether the important considerations are position with respect 
to a centromere or the tip of an arm, or whether factors such as the 
nature of adjacent chromatin or the lengths of chromosome arms are 
critical" 

Earl B. Patterson 

1 'I Y.iYiparoum. has been located as to chromosome with the aid of TB .. .3a. 
An Fl ear of a heterozygous IEI plant pollinated by TB-.3a pollen was observed 
to be segregating viviparous seeds. This places Inl in the distal 9/10 
of the long arm of chromosome 3 which is the portion of three translocated 
to the B centromere. Backcrosses of plants heterozygous for !~ - T.3-9a -
:illl a.nd ~ - T.3-9c - Yel to !!! I121 produced 13.1% and 10.7% m'ossin.g over 
respectively between ~ and I121~ Anderson (Genetics 23:307-313, 1938) reports 
.3.6% crossing over between T3-9a and \V,X and 7.6% crossing over between T.3-9c 
and~. The difference between the T:r~ distances and the ~-ll2 distanc'ee 
should approximate the crossover values expected between the tra~slocations 
and ~l~ This value is 9.5% for T3·9a and 3.1% for 3-9c. 

Homozygous :illl seeds do not develop aleurone color in the presence of 
the genes .Av A2' Q and E. There are two possible explanations for the 
absence of color in these seeds; 1) it could be the result of some direct 
action of I121 upon the formation -of the aleurone pigment or 2) the gene 
could act by first inducing premature germination which in turn prevents 
the formation of color in this layer. The cross with TB-3a suggests that 
the first hypothesis is correct. The seeds in this cross all carried the 
genes .AI' A2' Q and E. However, the viviparous seeds instead of having 
colorless aleurones were colored while some of the dormant seeds were color ... 
less. Thus, it is probable that the lack of color in the aleurone is not 
caused by the premature germination but rather is the result of some more 
direct action of 1£1- If this is true, then the vivparous seeds with colored 
aleurone in the above cross result from the union of polar nuclei with a 
hyperploid sperm carrying ~l in duplicate while the deficient sperm 
(deficient for the .J!~l locus) uni tee with the egg nucleus. The dormant color ... 
less seeds result from the reciprocal fusions. (In both of these clnsses 
of seeds the ovules functioning in fertilization carrY.YF,lG) The cross with 
TB -30. also suggests that .Y.l?J. is similar to !l25' 'J!:£.7 and Y:QR in that vivipary 
is determined by the genotype of the embryo and is indepanQent of the 
genotype of the endosperm. 

The following linkage information on several of the other viviparous 
mut.ants has been obtained Q 

.J!P2 - (4~0)* • ~E1 - 19.0 - ~ 

:ill2 - 1.1 - T4~5i 

*This is a maximal value. Non-viviparous ears in this crossover class will 
need to be tested fu~ther. 



VT'I . _.1:.; 

.Y.29 

g .. 3.98 - Tl-90 - 25.9 ... I12s 

wx - 5.4 ... T,"9 76 - 20.8 ... VT'I -- a ~9 

.!,'g9 - 8. 5 - ill 

~rittle eng2sperm-2 and brittle q~9osperm-l. 

10. 

Donald S. Robertson 

Counts ofF2 kernels from brittle-2 times sugary 1 showed 545 normal 
kernels to 542 mutant kernels (sum of sugary and brittle) suggesting that 
bt2 is near sugary in the proximal portion of the short arm of chromosome 4. 
Chemical analyses of mature brittle .. 2 and normal endosperms are shown in 
the accompanying table. 

Carbohydrate analyses for ontogenetic series of brittle-l and brittle-2 
compared are shown in the second table. The homozygous mutant was from 
selfed plants, the control in eaoh case was from a normal line of fairly 
similar background pollinated by the respective mutant. The brittle-l and 
brittle-2 are in general quite similar with respect to their effects on 
reducing sugar sucrose and water-soluble polysaccharides" Reducing sugars 
were higher in both mutant types than in their respective normal counterparts 
from 33 days on. Sucrose was very much higher in both from 21 days on. 
Water-soluble polysaccharides, however, were very little different in the 
mutants than in the normals. Preliminary starch determinations in these 
samples indicate that brittle~l and brittle-2 store much less starch at all 
sampling dates than do the normal. Previous work has shown that sugary"l 
also accumulates much less starch than normal. But sugary has large amounts 
of v!ater ... soluble polysaccharide whereas brittle-l and brittle .. 2 accumulate 
much greater quantities of sucrose at mid- and late development than have been 
found for sugary. 

Howard Teas 
James Cameron (Citrus Exp. Sta.) 
Anna Teas 

Table 1. Chemical constituents of britt1e-2 and normal endosperms from 
three F2 segregating ears. 

Percentage by weight 

bt2 Bt2 

Fat 7.3 1.5 
Protein 17.0 15.2 
Reducing sugars 7.7 .7 
Sucrose 4.1 .0, 
Water .. soluble 
polysaccharide .4 .7 

Starch 33.4 54.0 



Table 2. Carbohydrote content of developing endosp~rms of ~l 
versus llll and ~2 versus ~ .. 

Carbohydrate content mg. per endosperm 

Reducing sugars Shorose WlI.ter-so1& 

Days after pollination Btl btl Btl btl Btl 

14 2.8 2.6 3.4 3.9 .2 
21 3.6 3.2 4.8 8.9 .7 
25 3.6 4.4 4.4 18.1 .7 
j3 .9 4.0 .3 26.0 .8 
39 .3 3.3 .2 21.2 1.3 
46 .3 2 .. 1 .6 4.4 7.3* 

Bt2 bt2 Bt2 bt2 Bt2 

14 4.3 3.5 1.8 2.1 .2 
21 3.2 5.3 2.0 18.2 .4 
25 4.6 4.4 4.7 24.0 ",9 
33 3.7 4.6 6.4 26.4 1,8 
39 1.0 4.5 .1 25.2 1.4 
46 .6 5.0 .1 14.7 2.5 

*Probably an abnormally high value. 

THE CONNECTICUT AGRICULTURAL EXPERI~AENT STATION 
NEW HAVEN 4, CONNECTICUT 

1. ~~opla§w~p pollen sterili~. 

11. 

polysacl 

btl 

.3 

.7 
1.7 
1 .. 9 
1.6 
2.2 

bt2 

.2 

.5 

.7 

.9 
1.2 
1.2 

Additional evidence has shown clearly that the different sources 
of cytoplasmic pollen abortion behave nifferently in crosses with the same 
inbreds.. Many lines thnt cannot be sterilized satisfactorily by one source 
can be sterilized completely by another and maintained in a sterile con
dition for successive generations in backcrossed lines and in first generation 
crosses. On the other hand, inbreds that cannot restore fertility to n 
cytoplasmic sterile line of one source may be nble to restore fertility to 
the same inbred line when sterilized by a different source. This shows thnt 
the various sources of cytoplasmic sterility differ in their interaction 
with the same genomes. Five different sources are being studied. 

All sterile lines that have been converted to a uniform type and 
maintained by backcrossing in successive generations (some for eight gener
ations) have shown a few plants returning to nertial fertility. These 
plants that are apparently not outcrosses occur with low frequency, usually 
not more than 1 in 800 to 1000. No completely fertile plant has been 
found so far but they produce sufficient pollen to be maintained by self~ 
fertilization~ The offspring are variable in the number of anthers e~posed 



and in the amount of normal pollen produced. Some individuals return to 
complete sterility but, so far, none have been restored to complete fertility. 
These partially fertile plants cannot be attributed to outcrossing and must 
be due either to variation in the cytoplasmic state or mutation to pollen 
restoring genes. These possibilities are being tested by crossing by 
normally fertile lines free from restoring genes and on to completely 
,sterile lines of the same genic constitution. 

2. TestiDi for heterosis from in~er-§lle+ip inter§ction. 

In a backcrossing experiment extending over twn generations, dominant 
gene markers were intr00uced into a relatively homozygous, long inbred line 
by outcrossing and backcrossing. The backcrossed lines each segregating 
for one of the dominant gene markers were gradually reduced in the amount 
of heterosis until there was no measurable difference in average height 
between the backcrossed line and the original recurrent parental line. One 
of the gene markers, Yy, endosperm permits a critical comparison between 
individuals frown from seeds produced on the same ears. The plants 
heterozygous for the gene marker were 0.8 inches taller than the plants 
homozy~ous for this marker. The two other markers used showed similar 
differences. The significance of these differences is being determined. 
This difference in the Y and y individuals is an increase in height of 1.3 
percent over the homozygous sib plants. The original heterosis was a 33 
percent increase in the first generation hybrid. 

The evidence shows clearly that a large number of fenes are involved 
in heterosis as measured by height of plant. Many of these are on the same 
chromosomes and are closely linked with these gene markers which were 
selected at random for their position on the chromosomes. 

CORNELL UNIVERSITY 
ITHACA, NEW YORK 

1. c~t9P~smic pollen~.!litx. 

D. Fe Jones 

The experiment of 1951 as previously reported (Maize News Letter 1952) 
was continued on a limited scale. A preliminary study has been made, com
pleting the examination of pollen samples for viability. The general result 
obtained oontinues to support a potency difference of the plasmagene. The 
microscopic readings also indicate a positive correlation between the size of 
the pollen grain and its viability. The diameter of the viable pollen grains 
ranged from 70-82 microns whereas the range of non-viable ones was between 
40 and 45 micronso 

The high potency of Ky 21 as a fertility-restorer over Minn. A 71 
and Wis .. W9 is re-confirrned. In single crosses of Ky 21 with Iowa 120;t the 
percentage of viable pollen grains was 94 .. 8% whereas those of crosses between_ 
I205t and A71 and W9 were 0% and 0% respectively. 



In 1951 ears were taken from plants in 4 otherwise highly sterile lines 
that showed a relatively high percent of pollen shedding. Seed from these 
ears was planted in 1952. The percent of pollen viability or these plants 
on the average shows a significant regression toward sterility and also 8 

polymodal distribution pattern. This is an agreement with the postulation 
advanced by Gabelman that pollen abortion was due to a particulate cytoplaemic 
factor and that the presence of one or more of these cytoplasmic particles 
in the microspores resulted in their failure to form functional pollen. 

A limited experiment designed to test the transmission of sterilizing 
plasmagenes through the pollen grains of the restored single crosses also 
has been continued. The restored plants (Cl06ts x Ky21) were used to 
pollinate a normal fertile inbred (Cl06). The Sl of the three-way cross 
showed no significant difference from the So as far as pollen viability is 
concerned. The experiments will be continued in 1953 and the preliminary 
stUdies made in 1952 will be reported later in greater detail. 

H. L. Everett and Te T. Chang 

During the summer of 1952 some exploratory 'I1'lork was undertaken to 
determine the ability of certain inbred lines to germinate under controlled 
low temperature (lOOC ± 10). The experiments were carried out in deep 
freeze units with each kernel in a separate aseptic culture tube on an 
agar medium of mineral salts. Germination counts were taken daily for more 
than thirty days. Results may be summarized as follows: 

Inbred 

Wise .. W23 
Minn. A152 
Ill. A 
Mo. G 

% Germination @ 100C. 

96.7 
75.0 
10.0 
7.5 

It is interesting to note that while the inbred Mo. G showed the lowest 
germination at 100e., once the cultures were exposed to room temperatures 
almost perfect germination was recorded. This occurred after the inbred 
had been held at 100e. for as long as two months. 

R. Rabson 

J. Heterosis in albino seedlings of corp. 

The objective of this work i?IlS to determine to what degree hybrid 
albino seedlings show heterotic vigor, and the ratio of this vigor in com
parison with green seedlinrs from kernels of a single ear. 

Materials used in this study were segregating lines which have been 
selfed for three or more generations and crosses between these selections. 
Light endosperm and albinism occur together as a pleiotrophic gene effect 
in these lines. Hence, segregating ears are chosen from the selfs and 
crosses to compare normal and albino seedlings. The first seedling trials 



were gro'm in flats with five randomized blocks. These seedlings were 
grown in the dark to eliminate the effects of photosynthesis. Measurements 
of seedling heights, fresh and dry weights were made after 25 days and 
are reported in the following table: 

Table 1. Seed Plant Fresh Dry 
weight height weight weight 

gm. om. gm. gm. 
Albino , Parents average 0.2033 28.0 0.769 0.0681 

hybrid 0.2633 33.1 1.085 0.0892 
hybrid increase 0.0600 5.1** 0.316** . 0.0211* 
% increase 23.0% 15.4% 29.1% 23.6% 

Green:Parents average 0.2111 37.0 1.025 0.0784 
hybrid 0.2655 43.9 1.472 0.1033 
hybrid inorease 0.0544 6.9** 0.447** 0.0249** 
% increase 20.4% 1;.6% 30.3% 24.1% 

**Difference is highly significant. 
*Difference is significant. 

Further tests are in progress to determine similar values under greenhouse 
conditions. Comparisons of normals and albinos in regard to etiolated 
growth and phototrophism are also being made. 

S. Galal Sayed 
4 .. ~~ of antibiotics on growth of corn seedlings .. 

Preliminary experiments have been conducted to determine the effect 
of soil treatment with various antibiotics on the growth of corn seedlings. 

Treatment consisted of daily waterinp \ldth 8 solution of the specific 
antibiotic. Height measurements were taken every three days for a period 
of 15 days, and green and dry weights determined at the end of this period, 

Treatments with 7 ppm of procaine penicillin G and streptomyoin sulfate 
have resulted in no significant differences in plant height, green weight, . 
or dry weight of the field corn single cross BS X OhSlA. Solutions of 
these antibiotics were applied to both sterilized and unsterilized soil. 
Terramycin, applied in concentration of 5 ppm, has resulted in a slight 
decrease in plant height and green weight. 

Further studies are being plnnned to investigate the effects of con
centration and amount of antibiotic applied, condition of 80il, treatment 
of seed with disinfestants, and seed stock used for treatment. 
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5. Freguenc;'l,..2f monoploid corn plant~. 

The frequencies of naturally occurring monoploid plants have been 
determined for the following seed stocks. 

(B8 X Oh51A)(NY3 X D50) 

B8 X Oh51A 
NY3 X D50 
B8 
Oh;lA 
NYJ 
D50 
Cornell-II 

Randolph 50167 
Randolph 50167 
Randolph 50167 

iollen p'arent 

Randolph 50167 
aBPICRgPrlg 

B8 

II 

II 

II 

tI 

" 
n 
II 

Oh51A 
Chase H225 

Number of rnonoploids 
~r 1.000 Seed ,Tested 

.64 

1.5 
.3 

L,8 
05 
07 
08 
01 

.6 

.3 

.7 

Only 13% of all monoploid plants set seed v!hen self-pollinated 0 

However, when pollinated with normal pollen of diploid plants, approximately 
80% of the monoploid plants set viable seed. 

R. R. Seaney 

DEKAIB HYBRID SEED COMPANY 
DeKa.lb, Illinois 

Following Chase's procedure our attempts to establish haploid lines 
have not been successful. We have, however, succeeded in~olating 26 
haploid plants after processing 291,583 seedlings. To date none of them 
has been fertile enough to self-pollinate or the time of silking has failed 
to coinoide with anthesis. 

One of the best marker stocks is the Emerson brown aB PI type whioh 
gives good aleurone color in the female parent and a strong root color in 
the zygote. The ideal marker is, of course, one which will induce the 
largest number of haploids, a uniformly dark aleurone, and a high concen
tration of anthocyanin. The female parents which produce the least amount 
of anthocyanin upon exposure to light and the best pigment coloration when 
crossed with a marker stock are most desirable. 

Oddly enough, the approximate ratio of 1:10,000 obtained for induced 
haploidy, corresponds closely with the frequency of natural occurrence of 
polyembty (double-diploid, double diploid-haploid, or triple diploid embryos). 
In one ;tudy of seedline from eermination samples of' commerc:.ial seed fields, 
it was found that 210,100 seeds yielded 22 polyembryonic specimens, mostly 
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all double-diploid in nature. The previously mentioned 291,583 seedlings 
surveyed for haploidy yielded only 8 double-diploid embryos. It is of 
course not knmYn how many haploids occurred in the germination samples 
observod from the commercial seed fields. 

HO\lrever, the above frequencies suggest that haploidy could occur and 
also account for the occasional off-type ears which are found on theeorting 
belts of both foundation and commercial produotion and are "inbredll In 
appearance yet fail to closely resemble either parent .. 

Studies have been oontinued with su~ar content of cornstalks where 
selections are being made for higher sugar content. A series of 3-way crosses 
and one four-way cross yielded the follovling data = 

No, of d:tf.'ferent Single X No. of different 
§~aJls..~amples •. oross inbred lines ~ Suga,;:! --

62 CI03xTl 10 13.34 
83 TlxClO3 11 12.87 
68 CI03x83 8 13.11 
39 83xCI03 7 13.48 
48 Tlx83 ·6 11.77 
53 83xTl 6 11098 
54 (38-llxClO3)x83 8 13.95 

*For comparative readings in the field a Bausch and Lomb Hand Refractometer 
was used.. Samples were taken at the "hard-dough" stage. 

Paired progeny selection continues for oonverting key inbred lines 
to a sterile cytoplasm. Non ... pollen restorers are being selected in male 
parents for female (seed parent) single crosses while pollen restorers are 
being selected for both parents of the male single cross. Samples from 
foundation seed stocks are being tested this winter (1952-53) at various 
locations in Florida, Texas, Mexico, and the greenhouse (DeKalb) for fertility_ 

Last summer pilot production fields involving male sterile single 
crosses oweraged less than Oa5% for pollen fertility. The sterile seed 
fields showed a considerable increase in yield over the normal seed fields. 

Loring M. Jones 

DIVlSION OF AGRONOMIC INVESTIGATIONS 
A.N.C .. A.P. 

Montevideo, Uruguay 

1. ~~breeding •. 

Three synthetic varieties are being produced, two of them in the 
current way, vlith inbreds that we made from the varieties Yellow Synthetic 
(University of Minnesota) and Hays Golden; the other one, by the strain 
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building method, out of the variety Midland. The variety (Midland) has 
been improved and is used in the south of our countryI' This is the first 
dent variety that has been distributed and grown in the country regularly. 

We have produced a commercial dent ... flint top-cross and distributed 
it for the first time this year. This top-cross has yielded significantly 
more than the standard varieties Midland and Colorado Klein in all tho . 
trials grown in the last three years. 

As part of our work in corn breeding we have developed some ,sever,.teen 
inbred lines. They are now beirtg \lsed in single crosses to predict .doubles, 
Those inbreds listed below are pvailable if any corn breeder is interested 
to try them. 

No. of Inbred Years 

C15-1 
C15 w>2 
c16-1 
C16-2 
C31 ... 1 
C':31 ... 2 
C31-3 
C2 ... 1 
C2-2 
C2-3 
C2-4 
C2-5 
C2-6 
C2-7 
C2-8 
C6-1 
C6-2 

of InbrQeding Origin 

7 Colorado "La Estanzuela" 
6 " II " 7 Colorado Klein 
II II II 

" Hays Golden 

" " " 6 " " 7 Yellow Sinthetic (Univ. of Minn.) 
II " " " tI 

" " " It " 
It " " It II 

" " n " " II " " 11 " 
" " " " " 
" II " If " II Improved Learning 
It 11 II 

R. Constancio Lazaro 

HARV ARD UNIVERSITY 
Botanical Museum 

Cambridge, Massachusetts 

" It 

" tI 

" II 

" 

Through the kind coop~ration of Professor Paul B .. Sears of Yale 
University nnd MrsG Kathryn Clisby, research associate, Oberlin Colloge, 
the authors have had an unusual opportunity to study fossil grass pollen 
secured from deep cores taken in Mexico City. 

In the course of analyzing pollen content of the core samples Mrs. 
Clisby observed large gr~ss pollen grains of such size as to preclude the 
reasonablE"; possibility that they Vlere derived from species of native wild 
grasses yet extant in the V0,11ey of Mexico. Careful study of tho material, 
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in particular the very large grains from the 70 meter level, however, 
suggested to the authors three possibilities for the origin of the fossil 
pollen: Tripsacum, maize, or the presumed hybrid of Tripsacum and maize, 
teosinte. If the grains proved to be those of maize, as seemed most 
reasonable on the basis of size (111.0 - 133.~ by acetylation method) they 
would extend the fossil record of Indian corn far beyond presently known 
evidence.. (Mangelsdorf, P. C. and C. E. Smith. Ne\'V Archaeological Evidence 
on Evolution in Maize. Bot. Mus. Leaflets Vol. 13: No.8. 1949.) 

In order to obtain a critical basis for identification of the fossil 
pollen an extensive study was mnde of the size ranges of the pollen of 
Tripsacum, teosinte and maize. To sustain a uniformity in the data all 
preparations were made by the acetylation method and permanent slides pre
pared vJith glycerine jelly mounting medium. A total of nine species of 
Tripsacum, " collections of teosinte and three varieties of maize were used 
for purposes of measuring. It early became evident that very considerable 
size ranee exists within each of the three genera. In the case of Tripsacum 
averase values for the long axes of the grain varied betwBen 4l.91J. 
lI. 1atifolium) and 58.21J. (I. I:11osum); in teosinte, 79.2l-L and 86.51-1- ; in 
maize 117 • .3 IJ. and 120.61J.. Unpublished data furnished by Dr. P. C. 
Mangelsdorf, shows that pollen of certain varieties of maize are far smaller 
than the three varieties of maize measured in this study, and, indeed, fall 
well within the range of teosinte and even that of the largest Tripsacum 
grains. It is apparent, therefore, that size alone cannot be utilized for 
critical identification of presumed fossil corn pollen unless sufficient 
individual grains can be measured and plotted on size,..freguency curves to 
show statistical probability of one of three possibilities. Ovdng to the 
small number of individual grains from the cores, however, this procedure 
was not possible. 

Because of the paucity of structural features and the undistinctive 
sculpture pattern on the pollen exines of the three genera, it became 
necessary to utilize some other means of distinguishing the three pollen 
types. Consideration of the problem led to one other possibility, viz., a 
comparison of the ratio in size which Gxists between the pore of the pollen 
grain and that of its longest axis, In order to demonstrate this ratio, 
50 additional grains were measured from each preparation, with respect to 
these dimensions. The measurements were averaged and the ratios computed 
from the averaged values for each slide. The results showed unusual con~ 
sistency, the ratio of pore to axis being an unexpectedly conservative value, 
and, from the data at hand, significantly different in the three forms in 
question. The numerical values computed are: 
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1. Tripsaeum Innceolatum 
T. dactyloides 
T. laxum 
T. australe #1 
T. australe #2 
T. pilQsum 
T. latifolium 
T. maizar 
T. sp. 

2. Teosinte annual (Guatemala) 
Teosinte tI (Guatemala) 

3~ Maize; Thayer Flint 
" Knobless 
II Thompson Flint 

4. Mexican core pollen at 
70.3 • 70.5 meters (average of 2) 

PoresAxis Ratio - , ........... 

1:3.99 
1;4.15 
1;3.89 
1:4.04 
1:4.03 
ls3.97 
1:3.90 
1:4.10 
1:4.12 

1:5.70 
1:5.38 

1:6.53 
1:6.52 
1:6.23 

1:6.6 

19. 

Although these data are limited to approximately 600 pollen grains 
the differences are so consistent, both with respect to individual grains 
as well as with averages of many, that the pore-long axis ratio appears 
to be a perfectly valid method of distinguishing ~~ize pollen from that of 
its near relatives. It may be noted also, in connection with this analysis, 
that teosinte, a putative hybrid between maize and Tripsacum shows an inter
mediate value both in over·all size. and, more significantly, in the pore 
ratio. The intermediate value is well in keeping with the postulated hybrid 
origin of teosinte. 

Because of the evidence obtained in this study it is the opinion of 
the authors that the fossil grass pOllen from Mexico City can be none other 
than that of maize. Future discovery may perhaps modify this conclusion, 
but from the f8cts now at hand it is the only conclusion possible. 

Although palynological and geologic conclusions have not yet been 
drawn as to the actual antiquity of the deeper portions of the Mexican 
cores, it is apparent that they extend well back into the late Pleistocene. 
(Sears, P. B. Palynology in southern North America 1: Archaeological 
Horizons in the Basins of Mexico. Bull. Geol. Soc. Am. 63: 241-254. 1952) 
If this is thE, Mse the fossil corn pollen with which we are concerned 
probably antedatos the advent of man in North America, and, as such, indicates 
the existence of wild maize in the Valley of Mexico during some early stage 
of the Wisconsin glac~ation, if not during the last interglacial (Sangamon), 

Elsa S. Barghoorn 
and 

~~rgaret K. Wolfe 
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lb. Ihe occurrenCe of ~re-£olonial ~ize on Cape Coq,_~ssachysetts . . 

In tho course of palynological investigations of a fresh water bog, 
Small Swamp, on Cape Cod a number of pollen grains identifiable as maize, 
~~ Ma~st have been encountered at significantly deep levels in the deposit. 
They were first found at a depth of 92 inches and more recently at a depth 
of 150 inches~ The grains after acetylation, range in size from 84f.L to 97~ 
along their long axes, and hence are well within the size ran~e of maize 
pollen.. It has been pustulated by Barghoorn and Wolfe, above, that a further 
criterion for the distinction of maize pollen from that of other large grass 
pollen is the ratio between pore diameter and the long axis of the grain. 
This ratio in the case of maize fluctuates between 1:6.0 and 1&7.3 with a 
very consistent mean value of 1:6~5. The Cape Cod fossil grass pollen meets 
both the criterion of large size and that of the pore:axia ratio typical of 
maize, the fossil grains showing a pore ratio in two cases of 1:6.7 and in 
two others 1:7.0. 

The antiquity of the maize pollen from Small Swamp cannot be determined 
until the pollen spectrum of the deposit has been completely analyzed. How
ever, it a maximum value of the rate of accretion of tho peat is accepted as 
12 inches per century it can be concluded that the fossil corn pollen is on 
the order of 1200 years old. If this estimate be correct, it indicates the 
presence of agriculture in New Enfland at a surprisingly early date. 

Patrick Butler 
and 

Elso Barghoorn 

2. ilil2~raEhic~1.Jm5.Lgenetic v!'l;riill£!l..in ~ollen size. 

When a study of the fossil maize pollen from Mexico, reported above, 
was begun it soon became apparent that very few comparable data on size and 
other characteristics of maize pollen are available. A study was therefore 
undertaken of pollen from the maize varieties of this hemisphere. The pollen 
was obtained from ripe anthors of herbarium specimens of tassels all grown 
in the vicinity of Carrhridge. The pollen was mounted in lactic acid which 
causes it to swell to approximately its or:i.ginal size/> Twenty-five grains 
from each tassel were measured for maximum dinmeter under the microscope 
with an eyepiece micrometer~ Altogether 17,350 grains from 694 plants from 
the maize of fifteen different countries were measured. Tho results in 
terms of modal frequencies are set forth in Table I. 

Subsequent studies have revealed that there are sources of error in 
these data. For example, free pollen which has been shed from dehiscing 
anthers is usually larger than pollen teased from a ripe anther. Also there 
is some variation in pollen size from season to season in the same stocks, 
However, the data in Table I represent rather large samples and are so 
consistent in certain characteristics that they are believed to be significant. 
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Table 1. Geo~raphical Variation in Pollen Size 

Diameter in microns 
No. No. Pollen Modes 

Country o~g;E Pl~ . .J}~s _.2.J;:ains 1 2 :2 .. .-
U. S" (Inbred strains) 50 1250 90 
Mexico 47 1175 90 
Guatemala 115 2875 92 100 
Salvador 5 125 92 96 100 
Honduras 43 1075 92 96 100 
Costa Rica 35 875 90 96 100 
Nicaragua 13 325 90 100 
Panama 7 175 100 
Colombia 65 1625 90 
Venezuela 16 400 90 
Ecuador ;2 1300 90 
Peru 63 1575 90 100 
Bolivia 130 3250 90 96 100 
Paraguay 39 975 92 96 100 
Brazil 14 _.l:ill.. 92 102 

TotalS 694 17,350 

The most interesting feature of the frequency distributions with 
respect to pollen size is that the curves are often bimodal or trimodal 
and there seem to be significant geographical regularities in size fre
quencies. In Central America for example, Honduras, Salvador and Costa 
Rica, adjoining countries, have frequency curves with modes at 90-92, 96, 
and 100 microns. Guatemala and Nicaragua, which lie to the north and south 
respectively of these three countries, have curves with mor!es at 90-92 and 
100 microns. Mexico, which is still farther north, and Panama, which is 
farther south, each have curves with only one mode, which in Mexico is 
at 90 and in Panama at 100 microns, In Central America the center of 
diversity with respect to pollen size occurs in Honduras and diversity 
decreases in both directions from the center. 

A similar situation exists in South America. There the center of 
diversity in pollen size is in Bolivia and Paraf!uay, whose curves for 
pollen size have modes at 90-92, 96 and 100 microns. The curves for 
Brazil and Feru are bimodal with peaks at 90-92 and 100 .. 102 microns. 
Ecuador, Colombia and Venezuela, adjoining countries, all have unimodal 
curves with modes at 90 microns. 

Pollen size is in some cases a plant character affecting all pollen 
grains in the tassel. But in some instances size is directly determined 
by the genes within the pollen grain and there is segregation for size 
within a single anther. A hybrid of P39 with a Bolivian variety, for 
example, produced pollen grains of two sizes. in approximately equal numbers, 
the smaller with a mode at 90, the larger with a mode at 102 microns. 
There are apparently at least two distinct genotypes in maize with respect 
to genes for pollen size acting in the haploid state. There may be several 



more. It will be important to determine how many different genes and 
chromosomes are involved in pollen size and 'lnlhether selective fertiliza
tion which might act as an isolating factor occurs when there is segrega
tion for pollen size. 

An attempt has been made to correlate pollen size with other 
characteristics of the corn plant. When all of the data available are con
sidered it is difficult to show any strong correlation. There are, however, 
correlations withtn certain smaller samples of the population. In Mexican 
races of maize, for example, pollen size tends to be correlated with ear 
length (style length?)~ In pop corn varieties there is a significant 
correlation between pollen size and kernel size. This is shown in Table 2, 
where pop corn varieties, arbitrarily placed in three groups vdth respect 
to kernel size, are compared in pollen size. 

Table 2. Relation between size of kernels and diameter of pollen grains 
in microns in pop corn varieties. 

Size No. Pollen Grains 
~K~.e~r_n~e1_s ______ ~S~t~r~a~in~s~.,. _________ No. Mean 

Small 
Medium 
Large 

9 
15 
7 

1800 
.3000 
1400 

91.6 
96.1 

100.3 

Since domesticated grasses usually not only have larger pollen 
grains than their wild counterparts but are also larger in other organs, 
including the caryopsis~ it is possible that variation in pollen size in 
maize is the product of genes affecting the size of plant parts in general. 
Genes of this kind may have played a very important role in the evolution 
of the species under domestication. 

P. C. Mange1sdorf 

.3. Qeographica1 variation iD_g~P~ f.reguenc!~s. 

While growing the races of maize of the countries of this hemisphere 
as part of a general taxonomic study, it seemed desirable to obtain data on 
gene frequencies of several fenes which are easily tested and for which 
there is no strong presumption of selective value. Genes for which such 
tests have been made are iI on chromosome 5, 1 on chromosome 9 and g~ on 
chromosome 4. All of these genes may belong to allelic series and no attempt 
has been made to distinguish between the di.fferent alleles. The test for 
both i! and 1, for example, involved a pollination of the stock A Q B ~I 1 
by representative varieties from Latin America and by U. S. inbred strains, 
and no attempt was made to distinguish between the degrees of development 
of purple aleurone color or the inhibition of aleurone color. The data 
obtained from these studies are as follows: 



Table 3. Percentape frequency of three genes in U. S. inbreds and in 
maize varieties of Latin America. 

Percentage Frequency 
.QQ.ld!3EL Pr I _.ilL ", ... 
U~ S. (inbreds) 98 0 0 
Mexico 67 50 56 
Guatemala 82 29 43 
Honduras 63 77 69 
Salvador 50 
Costa Rica 55 50 57 
Nicaragua 67 55 54 
Panama. 30 60 
Colombia 86 11 26 
Ecuador 93 13 25 
Peru 96 25 7 
Bolivia 95 22 10 
Venezuela 69 19 50 
Brazil 75 25 20 
Paraguay 75 19 
Cuba 33 17 -.. 
Although the samples are far from adequate as a basis for final 

conclusions, several facts are quite clear. 

Adjoining countries usually have similar frequencies for the same 
gene, Thus, the frequency of !! is high in all of the Andean countries, 
Peru, Ecuador, Bolivia, Colombia and Venezuela. It is Imver in the South 
American lowland countries, Brazil and Paraguay, and still lower in the 
countries of Central Alterica with the exception of Guatemala which resembles 
the Andean countries. 

The situation with respect to the 1 gene is similar to.that for the 
!! gene except that it is in reverse. The Andean countries have a relatively 
low frequency of 1, the South American lowland countries a slightly higher 
frequency. The countries of Central America all have a relatively high 
frequency of the 1 gene except Guatemala, which resembles the South 
American countries more closely than it resembles the adjoining countries. 

The frequencies of the ~ genes resemble the frequency of the 1 gene. 
The Andean countries are lowest, the South American lowland countries are 
somewhat hirher, and the Central American countries (again with the exception 
of Guatemala) highest. 

The consistent resemblance of Guatemala to the Andean countries in 
frequencies of these three genes is probably high~y significant. Earlier 
studies of the maize of Guatemala and Southern Mexico have revealed strong 
affinities of some of the Guatemalan maize to the maize of Bolivia, Peru, 
Ecuador and Colombia. 



Another conclusion which may be drawn from these data is that 
the maize of the United States is unique so far as these particular gene 
frequencies are concerned, 13: having a higher frequency and 1 and Ga 
lovrer frequencies than in any other country of this hemisphere. So far as 
gene frequencies are concerned the U. S. maize resembles that of Guatemala 
more closely than it does -that of Mexico. However $ when gene frequencies 
are broken down by states and departments it is apparent that the maize of 
the United States is related to the maize of eastern Mexico, which in turn 
is derived from the maize of southern Mexico and northwestern Guatemala. 
The maize of the U~So, at least so far as it is. represented by inbred 
strains of comlJ'lercial varieties, is, however, still unique when compared 
to tbe maize of most of this hemisphere. 

P. C. Mangelsdorf 

4. Tests for weak alleles a~ •• the .Ill,:¥! l~. 

In earlier tests it was found that when maize varieties of Latin 
America are crossed on an inbred strain of half .. tunicate tuh ,iuh there is 
marked variation in the development of the glumes on ears of the Fl plants. 
Variation ranges from ears in which only the basal kernels are partly 
covered with glumes, to ears in which all kernels are completely covered. 
Some of this variation is undoubtedly due to modifying factors and some, 
perhaps, to environmental influences. There is, for example, some variation 
in glume development in the same stock from season to season. Much of this 
variation, however, may be due to differonces in alleles at the .Iy-~ locus 
in the Latin American varieties, some of which, although olidinarily regarded 
as non .. tunicate, have glumes a.ppreciably longer t han those of most of the 
commercial varieties of the United States. The Mexican variety Chapalote, for 
example, has glumes about as long as the kernelso 

A rather sensitive test for allelism at this locus has now been 
developed. Varieties with longer than average €-:;lumes, thought to be weak 
forms of tunicate, are crossed with an inbred strain of sugary, PJ9 for 
example, vlith short glumes. The Fl hybrid is crossed by a non .... sugary inbred 
strain of half-tunicate ~~~ 1Y~~ If the stock being tested carries an 
allele somewhnt higher (or lower) in the series than that brought into the 
cross by the su~aTy parent, there is segregation in the backcross generation, 
the differences between the two original genes being exaggerated by the 
presence of the :tB;:~ gene", Thus a cross of non-tunicate, ':ty tJd, by weak
tunicate, ~~~ ~7 When backcrossed to half~tunicate, ~uh 1~n, yields two 
genotypes, :tuw,luh , 1y .t:u~, in equal numbers. If the pRrents differ with 
respect to sugary endospc)rm then the backcross also yields two genotypes, 
~ §g and §~~, in approximately equal numbers. The test for allelism, 
therefore, usually invol'les first, the occurrence in the backcross generation 
of two more or less distinguishable classes with respect to the development 
of glumes, Rnd secondly, the linkage of these classes with the two genotypes 
involving sugary. This second test is necessary to exclude the possibility 
that variation in glume length is the product of major modifying genes on other 
chromosomes. 
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The data s~' far obtained from tests of this kind are summarized 
in Table 4. In all of the crosses included in this table two olasses with 
respect to glumes have been distinguished and these classes have shown some 
degree of association with the tWb genotypes involving sugary_ The average 
percentage of crossing-over is 37~1. This is within the range of data 
previously reported fro crossing Over between Su and lu, but is somewhat 
higher than the average. This can be attributed to the fact that the 
classification with respect to gltlme length is seldom perfect. 

Table 4~ Teste for allelism and linkage at the ~-!B locus. 
No. 

Cross 
Lon~,Q)'u.!!l!§' 
§.y.§£ m! ~ 

§h2!:ter Glum~~ 
.§y !!1! .!ll! §Y 

Cross
Total overs 

--~'~,-----------------~----------------------------------~---------------
Guatemala 197 x P39 18 19 19 33 84 33 
Ecuador 1195 x P39 19 10 13 20 62 23 
Chapalote x P39 28 15 22 26 91 37 
E!: Tester x P39 31 15 13 29 88 28 
E£ Tester x Conn. 75 19 10 17 22 68 27 
Conn. 75 x Ecuador 1197 30 59 60 26 175 56 
Honduras 1639 x P39 24 49 38 24 135 48 
Venezuela 1536 x P39 32 50 53 43 178 12 

Totals 881 327 
Average Percent Crossing Over 37.1 

Additional tests in which both parents were either £B §y or m! ~ so 
that linkage relations could not be determined indicate that Conn. 75 and P39 
have different alleles and that Chapalote and Pr Tester are also different. 
In both cases two distinguishable classes for flume length occurred. 

The combined data indicate t,hat 

1. P39 carries a higher allele than Venezuela 1536 and Honduras 1639. 
2. Guatemala 197, Ecuador 1195, Chapalote, Et Tester, and Conn. 75 

all carry higher alleles than P39. 
3. E! Tester has a higher allele than Conn. 75. 
4. Chapalote has a higher allele than E! Tester. 

Since all of these stocks have shorter glumes than those conditioned 
by the allele tuf , although they have not been tested in crosses with it, it 
now appears that there are at least seven alleles at this locus, !y, ~~h, 
~uf, ~ plus three types of weak tunicate which lie between tuf and ~y and 
to which symbols have not yet been assigned. 

In addition to the crosses listed in Table IV and those mentioned 
elsehwere we have had one cross, Peru 171, x P39, in which there was no 
segregation for glume length. There has also been one cross, Brazil 1691 
x P39, in which segregation for glume length occurred but was not associated 
with segregation f~r sugary_ This cross, however, happened to be segregating 
for several other characters including cob color, and the lonrer glumes 
proved to be linked with the r factor on chromosome 1. The glumes in the 
Brazilian parent of this cross are not at all like the glurnes of weak tunicate, 
being quite stiff and horny, and resembling the glumes on ears of derivatives 
from maize~teosinte crosses. 
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The alleles at the 1Y ~~ locus furnish a substantial sum of variation 
and, as is shown later, affect other characters of the plant and are un
doubtedly a factor in the evolution of maize under domestication. Judged 
by their appearance and by the glumes produced on Fl ears when they are 
crossed with half .. tunicate, the majority of inbred strains of field corn in 
the U.S o are non ... tunicate, but some of the sweet corn inbreds including P39 
are weak tunicate" 

5. Effects of alleles at the !Y-~ locus. 
II , •• ,.. 

The most conspicuous effGct of the IY gene is to accentuate - on some 
genetic backgrounds to exaggerate .. the development of both the staminate 
and pistillate glumes. Not so readHy apparent is the fact that this Fene 
frequently causes the rachis to be more slendero This suggests that there is 
competition between the glumes and the rachis for the energy available for 
the development of the ear. Since the rachis represents the "system of 
supply" to the kernels, it is possible that reducing the glumes and increasing 
the rachis may also lead to an increase in total grain production. 

Since we now have available a series of alleles at the Tu-tu locus it 
is possible to study the effect of different alleles upon the gluID;/rachis 
ratio. In order to make such a study we are developing, by repeated back
crossing to the inbred A158, isogenic stocks for comparing the different, 
alleles on a uniform genetic background. Several additional years will be 
required to complete the study but the preliminary results already available 
from stocks not yet completely isogenic have proved to be interesting and 
significant. 

The glumes were separated from the rachis and both were weighed. The 
lemmas and paleas which are enclosed in the glumes were weighed with the 
glumes. The results are shown in Table 5. 

Table 5. Effects of alleles at Tu-ig locus on the relative development of 
glumes and rachis of the ears. 

No. Weight in Gms. Ratio 
ge no t ;Y.J?!L Ears ..1'otal Glumes Rachis Gl,LRach, , 

Tu tu 2 17 .. 62 14.34 3.28 4.38 
tUhtuf 3 23.99 17.21 6.78 2.54 
tun tu 6 21.76 13.24 8.52 1.56 
tur tU 3 22.48 11.86 10.62 1.12 --tu tu 5 20.93 9.94 10.49 .95 --

The data show that the total weight of the cob (glumes, lemmas, 
paleas and rachis) does not vary greatly with different genotypes, but the 
glume/rachis ratio varies decidedly and consistently from 4.38 in the 
genotype 1B iY to 0.95 in the genotype ~ ~. 

The effect of the alleles upon potential rtrain production is not so 
easily measured, at least in these ears all of which were hand-pollinated and 
not completely filled~ Potential rrain production was estimated by multiply
ing the average number of rows x average number of kernels per row x average 



weight of kernels from a well-filled portion of the ear~ The resu1ts/ 
although not consistent in all respects, since these ears are not from com
pletely isogenic stocks, are still significant (Table 6)0 Accompanying 
an increase in the size of the rachis are slight increases in kernel-row 
number, number of kernels per row, total number of kernels and perhaps in 
average weight of kernels. All of these factors combine to produce a sub
stantial and fairly consistent increase in total potential grain production. 
In these preliminary tests genotype tu ~ is slightly lower in potential 
grain produotion than the genotype ~~ ~y, but the difference is probably 
not significant and can be attributed to a single atypical ear with unusually 
small kernels included in the study. 

Table 6. Effects of alleles at the 1Y~~ locus on potential grain production. 

~otype 

Tu tu 
tuhtuf 
tun'tlT 
tuf tu --~1! £1 

No. Potential Kerne~~ 
Rows Per Row Total .. ~_w {IIO'. 

13.0 
15.3 
14.0 
14.0 
14.0 

22,,5 
27.0 
32,8 
34.7 
33.2 -

:293 
413 
459 
486 
465 

_Kernel Weigh1---
. Averag~ Tp~a~_ 

.242 
0187 
.224 
.233 
.227 

70,.9 
77,,2 

102.8 
113,,2 
105 .. 5 

The data in Tables 5 and 6 indicate tnat the evolution of the ear of 
maize may be, in large part, the product of changes in glume .... rachis relation
ships with these, in turn, affecting grain production. It is not yet certain 
that wild corn was of the genotype IY IY. (for the gene Tu may prove to be a 
pseudo-allele which arose under domestication) but it must certainly have 
been some form of a pod corn. The earliest cultivated corn found in 
archaeological sites has glumes and rachises similar to those characteristic 
of tu f and tuh• Mutations at the Tu-tu locus have created considerable 
variation i~he glume/rachis rati~-i~olving a secondary but highly important 
effect upon grain production. Both human selection and natural selection 
operating in a .man-made environment would tend to favor the lower alleles 
and to work toward the extinction of the higher ones. Evolution of the 
ear of maize seems, therefore, to be, in SUbstantial part, the product of 
evolution at one gene locus - the lY-~ locus on chromosome 4. 

P. Co Mangelsdorf 
and 

John R. Edwardson 

The 1Q gene, in addition to causing the development of glumes enclosing 
the kernels of the ear, has numerous effects upon the tassel. In the 
homozygous condition it frequently causes the production of massive tassels 
bearing a mixture of staminate and pistillate spikelets. In some stocks the 
tassels are monstrous and exhibit varying degrees of male and female sternity. 
Plants bearing monstrous tassels are usually earless, These facts have led 
some students of maize to ql,lestion the POS;3ibility that the tunicate character 
might be a primitive one, once characteristic of w~ld mai~e,. It is pospible 
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by repeated backcrossing to appropriate stocks~ especially certain pop~ 
corn varieties, to provide the ..IY. gene with a modifier complex in which 
the tassel is not monstrous but is a normal grass inflorescence quite 
similar in its botanical characteristics to the inflorescences of corn's 
relative Tripsacum. Nevertheless, it is possible that a study of more or 
less monstrous tassels in which the several effects of the !B gene are 
greatly exaggerated might yield valid clues to the mechanisms involved in 
its effects .. 

Detailed studies of numerous tassels of 1l! !y plants reveal that the 
sterility which occurs is sometimes more apparent than real. The pistillate 
spikelets are usually fertile if their silks, which appear about two weeks 
earlier than those of ~ iY sibs, are promptlY pollinated. The proportion 
of staminate spikelets is often greatly reduced and on some tassels there 
are none. On others, the anthers of the staminate spikelets fail to develop 
oompletely, especially those oocurring in spikelets with massive glumes .. 
In still other tassels the staminate spikelets bear well-developed anthers 
which are not exserted. These contain normal pollen, which is functional 
if the anthers are crushed between the fingers and applied to fresh silks. 
In some spikelets the anthers dehisce and shed their pollen without be ... 
coming exserted" The development of functional anthers is promoted by 
the removal at an early stage of the massive central spike 'which apparently 
draws heavily upon the total energy. During the past summer we success
fully made a number of pollinations with pollen collected from apparently 
sterile IY Tu plants. 

Detailed morphologioal studies have also been made to determine 
how other parts of the tassel are affected by the lY gene. Tassels from 
sib plants of three genotypes t IY IY, !B~, and 1£ ~, were directly 
compared. The results are shown in Table 7. One effect not shown by these 
data is the elongation of the rachilla which bears the caryopsis. In 
occasional spikelets this becomes so long that the kernel is borne on a 
long stem projecting beyond the glumeso 

It is obvious from the data in Table 7 that the !y gene ca~ses a 
shortening and thickening of the internodes immediately below the tassel as 
well as the internodes of the branches of the tassel itself,. The number 
of spikelets is greatly increased. The glumes, as well as the lemrras and 
palens, are elongated, and there is a marked change in the ratio of total 
spikelet weight to rachis \veight. All of these changes can be attributed 
to a single basic change, probably of a hormonal nature, which diverts the 
energy of the plants into its terminal inflorescence instead of its upper, 
ear-bearing, lateral branches. This diversion is e8sily prevented by 
removing the tassels at an early stage, whereupon the lateral ear ... bearing 
branches usually develop. 

Some of the effects of the 1:!1 gene can be duplicated in nontunicate 
plants by growing short-day tropical maize under short-day treatment until 
the embryonic tassels begin to differentiate" When short ... day treatment is 
terminated at this point and the plants return to a strongly vegetative phase, 
the tassels which finally emerge are frequently massiVe, sometimes pollen
sterile, 2,ndusually have elongated staminate glumes similQr to those of 
plants of the genotype ~ 12. 
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In modern corn varieties, often characterized by a single thick 
stalk, th~ diversion of the plant's energy to a single terminal inflorescence 
may well result in a state of physiological unbalance and a dj.sorderly 
differentiation and development of its several parts. In wild corn, 
perhaps a freely-tillering plant with numerous slordar stalks, the concen'" 
tration of energy in the terminal inflorescences may have produced quite 
norma.! tassels.. The tunicate character is not ~!: .!l2 a monstrositY1 
although on modifier backgrounds provided by some modern varieties it may 
become one. 

Table 7. Effects of the !y gene on characters of the tassel. 

Characters 
------j;-------~---,-,..----~--------------~------

Aver. length of 3 terminal internodes, cmso 
Aver o diameter of 3 terminal internodes, ems. 
Weight of tassel, gms. 
Weight of glumes, gms. 
Weight of rachiees,gms. 
Glums/rachis ratio 
No. of branches per tassel. 
No. of spike1ets per tassele 
Distance between spikelets, cms. 
Lower glume length~ cms. 

II II width, cms. 
LO'wer lemma length, emS" 

II II width, cm~" 
Lower pelea length, cms. 

II II width, ems. 
Upper plume length, ems. 

II II width, ems. 
Upper lemma length, ems. 

II II width, cms .. 
Upper paleo. length, ems. 

" II width, cms. 

Genotypes 
IuTu :rutu 

8.47 15,17 
0.65 0.55 

48.4 20.5 
33.6 15 .. 2 
9.3 4.9 
3 .. 61 3.10 

35 25 
2445 1826 
0.16 0.22 
1.89 L,48 
0,,57 0.54 
1084 1 .. 02 
0.56 0 .. 36 
L,27 0,;95 
0.17 0,,22 
1.91 1,,40 
0.63 0 .. 58 
1.34 0.69 
0 .. 48 0 0 22 
0 .. 86 0.62 
0.42 0020 

P. C~ Mangelsdorf 
and 

Paz Angeles 

7. Mutagenic effects of teosinte chrow~tin in maize. -...-.. ---- -, ... ----....-

.tutu . 
21 .. 49 

0.40 
3.2 
2 .. 1 
1.0 
2.10 

18 
1228 

0 .. 28 
0.96 
0.39 
0.80 
0.18 
0.83 
0.24 
0.92 
0.37 
0.65 
O~ll 
0.77 
0.16 

For some years we have been developing a series of stocks in which 
chromosomes of several varieties of teosinte are incorporated by repeated 
backcrossing, singly or in combination, into three different inbred strains 
of maize. On several occasions mutations have been noted in these teosinte 
derivatives and we have s~spected that teosinte chromatin is in some way 
mutagepic when transferred to maize. Recently we have summarized data which 
tend to lend weight to this suspiciop. 



Fitteen different mutations have now been noted in the teosinte 
derivatives. Among these are ten detective seeds, two virescents, two 
albinoes and one sugary endosperm. In all eases where the teosinte chromo
somes have been identified chromosome 4 is one of the chromosomes or the 
only chromosome involved. Chromosome 4 from three different varieties of 
teosinte has been associated with mutations\! Only three of the defective 
seed mutants have so far been tested for linkage. All are located on 
chromosome 4 closely linked to the ~ locus. These three defectives are 
slightly different phenotypically, but whether they represent different 
mutations at different, closely-linked loci or recurring mutations at the 
same locus has not been determined. 

All mutations so far noted have occurred when the teosinte chromosome 
was either known to be or suspected to be heterozygous. The mutations have 
occurred in relatively small populations, not more than six to twelve plants 
of each stock being grown each season. The relatively high frequency of 
mutations and the fact that they apparently oceur only in heterozygotes 
suggests strongly that they are the product of crossing over, perhaps unequal 
crossing over, between maize and teosinte chromosomes0 Sax (1931) suggested 
some years ago, on the basis of other eVidence, that crossing over may be 
a primary cause of mutation. This possibility is being tested but the 
problem is complicated by a lack of good workable genes on both sides of 
the .2Y locus. 

If these mutations are indeed the product of unequal crossing over 
then it is probable that minute duplieations, less easily detected than 
ordinary mutants, are also occurring. Many of these may actually be bene
ficial in a domesticated species in creating new more complex llgenes ll which 
serve as a new source of variation and which may be an important factor in 
the evolution of this species. 

Since mrdze hybridbes freely with teosinte and since in such countries 
as Mexico there is a constant reciprocal 1ntrog~ession of one species into 
the other, it may well be that a substantial part of the variability of 
modern maize is the product not only of Mendelian recombination of genes 
from the two species; but also of the mutagenic efrects of teosinte chromatin 
in maize. At least this possibility merits a thorough study. Any suggestions 
from other students of maize for designing critical experiments in connection 
with such a study will be welcomed. 

P. C. Mangelsdorf 

s. Tripsacoid m~~ze ~n §o~~h im@riga_ 

Evidence is accumulating that maize with Trips8cold characteristics 
occurs not only in Mexico and Central !merien but also rather widely in 
South America~ Thn following items, none in itself. conclusive, add up to 
a rather suggestive total~ Some of these items may be mentioned elsewhere 
by others, but it seems ~~rth while to summarize them here since the writer, 
on a recent trip tc the C Juntri()s of South A.merica, has had an unusual 
opportunity to synthesize more~or-leS9 isolated items of evidence. 
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A. We have received from Ing. Urbano F. Rosbeeo in Argentinn 8 strain 
of "Maize !margo" which in its ear characters is the most Tripsaooid maize 
yet discovered. The glumes are thickened and indurated as in segregates 
of maize·teosinte and maize-Tripsacum hybrids. Plants of this maize, like 
the "Mniz Indiot! of Colombie.. tiller freely, have hispid leaf sheaths and 
thick drooping leaves. "Maiz Amargofl is somewhat resistant to the attacks 
of graa.boppar~ and other insects and this fact coupled with the resemblnnce 
of its ears to segregates of maize-teosinte and maize-Tripsacum hybrids led 
Ing. Rosbaeo to suspect Tripsacum contamination. The chromosome-knob number 
of this maize~ however, is low, suggesting that if it 1s the product of a 
maize-Tripsacum hybrid it may have had a knobless species of Tripsacum as 
one of its ancestors. 

B. A variety of maize in Brazil received from Dr. Brieger has long stiff 
lower glumes o This character is being transferred by repeated backcrossing 
to the U. S. inbred A158. It appears to behave in inheritance as a unit 
character although it may involve a group of genes rather than a single gene. 
The unit character, whatever it may be, involves the first chromosome and is 
linked with the g factor on that chromosome with .34.6 percent of crossing 
over. This is believed to be the first instance of locnting 0':1 a chromosome 
a Tripsacoid character oocurring in an estu'Dlished variety of l1aize. 

C. Dr. F. Brieger in Brazil has in his collections at Pir~icaba n very 
maize-like Tripsacum obtained from the iSland of Mnrajo near the mouth of 
the Amazon. This 1ripsacum 1s completely sterile. Preliminary studies show 
it to have ?:l c'.lee '"'!OSOl"lOS.. Dr. Brieger suggests that this T:ri~8acum may be 
a der:L7D.tive of a :·nizn ... Tripsacum hybrid. (See aloo th'<:l desc .. J.:otion of llMaiz 
Indio" in the rep0c 'j of' the Rockefeller Foundation Agriculture.J.. Program in 
Co10ml:: ':.a ) • 

P. C. Mangelsdorf 

Prel~ r;l~',l1l.l:r~' atudies have been made on two co11(;)0·'.::.on[' c:: archaeological 
maize" 

The i':.:cst cf theso, excavated by Mr. Reynold J. ';~'ilppe of the Peabody 
Museum of Hal'vard University, comes from Cebol1ita Cave in New Mexico.. It 
is regarded on the basis of pottery and other cultural traits as com
paratively recent. The earliest maize, comprising carbonized ears with 
kernels intact, is a small-seeded fiint corn, probably a pop corn, showing 
affinities v,:.th the primi.tive ~90p-corn races of Mexico, Chapa10te and Nal-, 
Tel, recentl:' dos(:j.':i.bed >y WG1"..ha.usen ll~. It is definitely non-Tripsacoid. 
The later ('f"E' i:s d L·l':'1./'~'.y '::.'r-ip .. saooid and bcludG~~ some specimens which are 
almost eXt) e:)UJ. ~n' OI.ll"~,l '."'1.' ,'h,.:';l'egn. tcs of :'~ize ~<,,)OS irF.O hyb:rids. 

The 8',"(;00(:~' ':"".io:.l ::';prescr.ting LCl.:;\:rra c,;lturo comes trom a 
cave in TaU:l1f'.li;,>f'.s; i.'/(I:,)xi,.o~ (';'}~'~avated by '- .. '. J.ich:1rd M:1,·:;Neisn of the National· 
Museum of G~nC'.da. ~\:1<: ;?;.:irlie:h of this m,:,1~;v is c.ated by Ca!"'lon 14 determine ... 
tions of other aSDociated remains at 4445 ~ 280 yearso This maize is closely 
related to the Nal-Tel race of Yucatan nnd Cnmpeche in Mexico. Some of it 
is, however, more primitive than modern Nal-Tel, having longer glumes and 



more slender rachises. The smallest cob in this collection is almost an 
exact counterpart, in both size and botanical characteristics, to the 
smallest cob of the earn from Bat Cave described earlier by Mangelsdorf and 
Smith .. 

There is some evidence of evolution in the LaPerra maize. The larger 
cobs with larger rachis~s and shorter glumes were all found in the upper 
strata. No strongly Tripsacoid cobs were found in any strata. 

Since the LaPerra culture represents a transition from food gathering 
to food growing, the earliest maize found in this site may be not far removed 
from wild maize. Indeed, in the light of the fossil maize pollen found in 
the Valley of Mexico and mentioned earlier, it is even possible, though 
perhaps not highly probable, that the most primitive LaPerra maize is wild 
maize. Students of maize, including the present writer, have supposed that 
maize as we know it could not have existed in the wild because it lacks a 
means of disperaal~ But if the ears of wild maize were small and numerous, 
and not completely~enclosed in husks, the means of dispersal may have been 
adequate 0 

Neither of these collections of prehistoric maize lends any support 
to Rnndolph's suggestion that Tripsacoid characters are relict characters 
stemming from cornls ancestor. No strongly Tripsacoid cobs occur in the 
LaPerra maize at any stage, while in the material from Cebollita Cave the 
earliest maize is definitely non-Tripsacoid and the more recent maize is 
highly Tripsacoid o A similar situation occurred in the Bat Cave maize 
reported several years ago. 

Incidentally, a study of prehistoric maize combined with studies of 
pod corn and derivatives of maize-teosinte hybrids has produced several 
criteria for distinguishing weak forms of pod corn from Tripsacoid maize. 
In the former the upper and lower glumes are similar in length and texture 
and the lemmas and puleus of both the fertile and sterile florets are well 
developed, As the cobs deteriorate the lemmas and palens disappear first 
leaving both glumes. In the final stages af deterioration the entire spike
leta are lost leaving only the rachis. In Tripsacoid maize (us in both 
Tripsacum and teosinte to an even greater degree) the lower glumes are 
thicker and more indurated than the upper and the lemmas and paleas of the 
sterile floret are not strongly developed. As the cobs of Tripsacoid maize 
deteriorate the upper glumes disappear with the lemmas and paleas leaving 
the rachis with the lower glumes still projecting. Cobs of Tripsacoid maize 
are not at all suitable for one of the homely uses to which corn cobs are 
traditionally put. 

P. C. Mangelsdarf 

10. Additional data on chromosome-~nob number~. 

Earlier studies by Longley, by Mangelsdorf and Cameron and by Reeves 
have indicated that diversity with respect to chromosome knobs is highest 
in the general region of Guatemala and decreases in proportion to distance 
from this center. 
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Additional determinations of knob numbers have been made in maize 
varieties from Latin-American countries. Tvl'O new techniques employed in 
connection with these studies have proved useful. The first involves 
crossin~ the Latin-American varieties v:rith an inbred strain of Wilbur's 
Flint whose chromosomes are knob1eas and possess good spreading character
istics. Cytological studies are made in material collected from the F1 plants 
in which the knobs are always heterozygous and the spreading qualities usually 
good" ~lso it is much easier in these F1 hybrids, than it is in the Latin
American varieties themselves, to estimate correctly the stage at which 
meiosis occurs" The delay of one generation in obtaining material for 
cytological study is more than compensated for by the several advantages 
gained. 

The second technique involves the storage of cytological material at 
low temperature in a deep freeze. The storaeo is in 70 percent alcohol 
at OOF. or less. The material keeps indefinitely with little or no 
deterioration" Excellent preparations have been made from material three 
years in storage. 

Table B. Chromosome-knob numbers in Latin-American maize. 

--Ne>.'''·- Knob 
.9.,2untrY' ~ Vari,eties Num.eer 0.-1...? 

Knob-number Frequencies 
;3 4 5 6 J 8 ? .. ~ 10 11 ~2 

Me~dco 57 4.72 3 4 5 , 8 8 7 4 10 2 1 
Guatemala 7 2.29 2 2 1 1 1 
San Salvador 4 5.75 1 1 1 1 
Honduras 21 6.38 1 3 3 6 1 4 2 1 
Nicaragua 14 5.28 1 5 4 1 2 1 
Costa'Rica 8 3.50 1 2 5 
Panama 1 5 .. 00 1 
Colombia 43 5.74 1 3 2 3 5 13 7 3 2 2 .2 
Ecuador 28 0.78 13 9 5 1 
Peru 75 1.73 30 12 12 4 8 4 5 
Bolivia 27 0.81 14 7 3 3 
Venezuela 14 5,,63 4 4 5 1 2 1 2 
Brazil 7 3,,71 1 1 1 1 2 1 
Uruguay 1 0 .. 00 1 
Paraguay 4 2,,75 1 1 2 
A!gen~n~_, ~ ,,2..~.QL __ 1 , .1111_' 

Total 317 

Knob numbers have now been determined in one plant each of 317 
varieties from 16 different countries" The results which are shown in Table 8 
are, with some exceptions, in general agreement with earlier determinations. 
The maize of Colombia shows a greater diversity than had previously been 
recognized. The varieties of ~cuador, Peru and Bolivia are not as preponder· 
antly knob less as previous data had indicated. Many of the varieties from 
Peru included in these studies and not previously studied came from the 
Peruvian coast. 



It is planned in the near future to summarize all aV$ilable data 
on chromosome~knob numbers in maize. 

P. C. Mangelsdorf 
and 

John B. Paxson 

11. Eqstoration of fertilit~ to clto~I~§m1£ male-ste~i~~ corn. 

The cytoplasmic male-sterile inbreds CI06-sterile and Tx203Ms used 
in these studies derive the male-sterile character from the Texas variety 
Golden June, a derivative of Mexican June. 

In contrast to the condition reported by Bauman (1952) in which each 
inbred of the 250 tested restored fertility completely to the KyS cytoplasmic 
male-sterile line, few inbreds so far tested restore fertility to the Texas 
cytoplasmic male-sterile 11nes. Forty-two inbreds have been tested for genes 
restoring fertility to Tx203Ms and CI06-sterile. The Fl progenies of Tx203Ms 
and CI06-sterile x Inbreds were classified as; sterile - plants which rarely 
exserted anthers and dehisced no viable pollen; partially sterile - plants 
containing A few splkelets with exserted anthers dehiscing viable pollen in 
variable amounts; fertile - plants all of whose spikelets contained normally 
exserted anthers dehiscing abundant viable pollen. 

Of the inbreds tested four (9.5%) restored fertility completely in the 
FI and four (9.5%) produced Fl progenies segregating fertile plants.. It 
should be possible to isolate 11nes homozygous for fertility-restoring 
genes from inbreds whose Fl progenies segregate fertile plants, and these 
could be used in single crosses as effectively as lines already homozygous 
for fertility-restoring genes. As more inbreds are tested, additional lines 
will undoubtedly be found which carry fert iIi ty-restoring genes, however, 
the indications now are that the majority of UeS. inbreds lack such genes. 
It is desirable, therefore, to find other sources of fertility-restoring 
genes. One such source is to be found among Latin American maize varieties, 

A total of 124 varieties of Mexican, Central and South American 
maize varieties have been tested for fertility-restoring genes. Of the 124 
Fl populations resulting from crossing Cl06-sterile by various Latin American 
varieties, 96 were tested in both 1951 and 1952& In only one of these was 
there a significant variation in classification, probably due to sampling 
errors. A larger percentage of lines containing fertility-restoring genes 
was found among the Latin American varieties than among U.S. inbred lines. 
13.7% of the varieties tested restored fertility completely in the Fl , while 
45.9% produced FIlS segregating fertile plants. Besides serving as an 
additional source of fertility-restoring genes, some of these varieties may 
also prove to be valuable sources of germplasm for improving corn in the U.S. 
(WellhauE!en 21~, 1952). . 

Data from F2 and F3 popUlations indicate that a single gene is responsi
ble for rOf;ltoration of fertility in two U.S. inbreds tested, while two genes 
are indicated in a third inbred. Ch:l,.-square tests for goodness of fit to an 
assumed ratio of 3 fertilesl sterile were applied to six F3 progenies from 
the cross Tx203Ms x K55~ Chi-sq~are values for all of these progenies were low 



and equivalent P. values ranged from PolO to P.90. The Chi-square value 
obtained for an assumec ratio of J fertile:l sterile from one F2 progeny of 
the cross 'l'x203Ms x 1270 lay between F"JO and .50. The Chi-square value 
obtainod for an assumed :~;;>,tio of 9 fertile ~7 sterile in one F2 progeny of 
the cross Tx203Ms x K6£!, :La;)" between Po80 and ~90. In the two F2 progenies, 
partially sterile and sterile plants wers grouped and treated as sterileso 
This VIas done on the assumption that the partially steriio pJJm"ts do not 
carry fertility"'restoring renes but, due "GO the action of :lCgj.'ogating modifying 
genes and/or environment, produce some vla:)le poll-en. In 8,dd:::.tion two F3 
populations from the cross Tx203Ms x K55 contained only fertile plants, 20 
and 23 in the respective populations. O:ce F3 population of the cross Tx203Ms 
x l27C contained 56 plants all of 'I"'hich were fertile. Thece "i;hree F3 
populations containing only fertile plants must hav€! resulted Leom tne 
unconscious selection of F2 plants homozygous for the fertility'~restoring 
factor. That ti"O factors are involvecl in fertility-restoration in K64 is 
indicated by the marked deviation from a 3ll ratio and by the high P value 
obtained for the assumed 9:7 ratio. 

An investigation of the number of factors involved in fertility
restoration by Latin American lines has baen begun. Fertile plants among 
the FI populations of one Mexican and two Bolivian varieties (Cl06~sterile 
x Latin American Variety) were backcrossed to Cl06-sterile. The Chi~square 
values obtained for the assumed ratio of 1 fertile: 1 sterile in the three 
backcross progenies were low Q These ratios indic~te that a single gene is 
responsible for fertility-restoration. 

Knob counts from 58 of the Latin American varieties tested for 
fertility-restoring genes were obtained from Table 17 of ~ £f ~~ in 
]l~2 (1JI1ellhausen Q1.sQ., 1952.) and from Mangelsdorf and Paxson (this issue 
of the News Letter). Forty-five varieties from ten countries had average 
knob numbers ranging from 4.5 to 9.5~ Among these, four (16%) of the 25 
varieties producing completely fertilo or segregating-fertile Fl progenies 
had fewer than 5 .. 5 knobs, while nine (45%) of the 20 varieties producing 
completely sterile or segregating-partially sterile Fl progenies had fewer 
than 5.5 knobs. These figures indicate a correlation.between high knob 
number and fertility restoration but do not show whether knobs restore 
fertility or are associated with genes which do so. Thirteon varieties from 
Ecuador, Peru, and Bolivia had low average knob numbers, 1.5, 2.5 and 0&57 
respectively. No correlation has bG8n found between knob number and fertility 
restoration in the varieties from these countries .. 

Meiosis in male-sterile plants of the stocks studied appear to be 
normal, This is in agreement with the condition reported by Rhoades (1933) 
in another male sterile. Degeneration of the micros pore in sterile plants 
occurs after the formation of the quartet of pollen grains. Degeneration 
varies within individual anthers from completely empty pollen grain walls to 
pollen grains containing varying quantities of protoplasm, 

Gabelman (1949) has postulated certain particles one or more of which 
when present in a pollen grain prod~ce sterility, Rhoades (1950) has 
suggested that differences in mitochonclria might be responsible for cytoplasmic 



male-sterile plants arlslng from male-fertile progenies containing the gene 
iojap in the homozygous condition. Pollen mother cells as well as somatic 
tissues from leaf and glume epidermis, root tip, scutellar and endosperm 
tissue from Cl06-sterile and CI06-fertile have been examined in an effort 
to determine whether any visible differences exist between the cytoplasms 
or cytoplasmic organells of fertile and sterile plants. Janus Greon B, 
Pinacyanol, and Neo-tetrazolium chloride have been used to stain living 
tissue, while Zirkle's modification of ~rlikits fixative and ~eidenhainsl 
hematoxylin have been used in sectional material. Neo-tetrazolium chloride 
seems to be the most promising of the stains used thus faro It permits 
utilization of the squash technique on both living and fixed material, Since 
nuclear structure is not brought out with Neo-tetrazolium ohloride, young 
tassels have been divided, half being stained with Neo-tetrazolium chloride, 
half fixed in alcohol:acetic acid. Aceto-carmine staining of pollen mother 
cens indicates the meiotic stare of the nuclei in corresponding areas of 
the other half of the tassel. No differences in the appearance or number of 
mitochondria have been observed in either the somatic or germinal tissue so 
far examined. Since pollen degeneration occurs after the completion of 
meiosis, continued observations of the later stages of pollen formation may 
uncover some differences between mitochondria in CI06-sterile and CI06-
fertile. 

John R. Edwardson 

12. Eifosit,Y and his12idulousl1ess of th~af~~. 

The leaf sheath of corn exhibits hairs of two distinct types, long 
slender hairs causing pilosity and short hairs resulting in hispidulousness .. 
Both types have been found present on all maize examined although vdth con
siderable·· variation. The gross and microscopic morphology of the pilose 
and hispidulous hairs have been studied in a large number of varieties and 
races of maize in order to determine the range of variation. 

The pilose hairs are long sincle cell outgrowths of the epidermis about 
4.5 mm. long, at the base of which is a ring or collar of enlarged epidermal 
cells formed by an elonration, in a direction perpendicular to the epidermal 
surface, of cells immediately surrounding the hair. The diameter of the 
collar varies only slightly from plant to plant being about 0.25 mm. with 
an average height of 0.12 mm. Beneath the collar is an area of cell pro
liferation produced by the second layer of epidermal cells; embedded in 
this mass of cells is the swollen end of the hair. 

No pattern of arranf'ement of the pilose hairs has been observed, 
except that they occur only in tho grooves formed by the ridges overlying 
the vascular bllndles of the sheath. There is a complete range in the dis
tribution on the sheath from a few sparsely soattered hairs along the edges 
at the top of the sheath to a dense covering of the entire sheath. 

The hispidulous hairs are microscopic sinrle cell prickles involving 
only the outer layer of epidermal cells in their formation. They vary in 
length from about 0.05 mm. to about 0.25 mm .. , and may be straight or curved. 
In all the varieties of corn studied these prickles project from the epidermal 



surface at an angle less than 90 degrees in a basipetal direction.. Their 
distribution is fairly uniform over the entire length of the grooves where 
the hairs are located. They tend to lie in rows since their presence does 
not disturb the pattern of the epidermal cells as does the pilose hairs. 

A distribution study by countries was made of the variation for these 
hair types for 50B varieties of Latin American maize. The plants for t.his 
study VIere p,rown and examined in the fi~~ld at Weston, Massachusetts" In order 
to insure uniformity of sampling, the plants were not classified until 
anthesis, and the second sheath above the uppermost ear was chosen for 
examination. 

Pilosity was divided into five arbitrary classes based on the amount of 
leaf sheath covered. Class 1 had hairs only on the edges of the sheath; 
class 2 had hairs covering about one quarter of the sheath; class 3 had hairs 
present for about one half the length of the sheath; class 4 had hairs three 
quartors of the way down the sheath; class 5 had hairs on the entirE) sheath" 

The results of this classification were grouped according to country 
of origin. The data shovled that the highest percentage for each country fell 
in class 2, and that adjoining countries tended to resemble each other. The 
center of diversity with respect to pilosity is in Guatemala. 

The data suggest that the degree of pilosity represented by class 2 
may be the normal or "wildt! condition and may have been the condition existing 
in primitive maize. Prosent variation could be explained on the basis of the 
introduction into some varieties of a second factor. 

Two possible sources for tho introduction of a second pilosity factor 
are Cacahuacintlo, a pre-Columbian race of Mexican maize, and Tripsa~ 
Ri+9~~. At present tho evidence on this point is not at all conclusive. 

A similar distribution study was made for hispidulousness but with less 
clear-cut results. Hispidulousness was divided into four classes on the 
basis of' the roughness of the leaf sheath as determined by feel with the 
fingers. Those sheaths which gave no sensation of roughness were called class 
1; and those which gave a very strong sensation were classified as class 4. 

An analysis of this distribution indicated that adjoining countries 
tended to be similar. The highest percentage in the Central American countries 
fell in class 2 and in the South American countries in class 3. 

Genetic studies of pilosity and hispidulousness have been in progress 
for the past three years. Several Latin American varieties were crossed with 
a multiple .. tester strain having marker genes on nine chromosomos (chromosome 5 
excepted) and the F2 and backcross progenies classified. The varieties used 
were pilose (class 5) from Mexico and Guatemala, hispidulous (class 4) from 
Nicaraugua, and near-glabrous varieties (class 1 for both pilosity and 
hispidulouaness) from Peru and Colombia. The F2's and backcrosses with the 
multiple-tester were classified for the ty,to leaf sheath ch~racteristics and 
for the nine marker genes. The results of these studies showed strong evidence 



of linkage between pilosity and the gene J on chromosome 3 and wx on 
chromosome 9. There WaS l30me indication of linkare between hisP1dulousness 
and 1£ on chromosome ~ and!! on chromosome 9. ' 

IOWA STATE COLLEGE 
Ames, Iowa 

John B. Paxson 

1. Mqnoplq~g maize meiosis. Monoploid meiosis was studied in some fifty 
plants obtained from Dr~ S. S. Chase. Details of irregularities were 
noted in relation to chiasma-formation, bivalents, homologous vs. non
homologous pairing, pachytene configurations, secondary association, 
and irregular spores. Zygotene and pachytene strands were observed to 
be double. Foldbacks and pairing between two non-homologous chromosomes 
were noted and discussed. Bridges,'fragments, bivalents and chiasmata 
were also noted and discussed. 

The homozygous diploids studied were crossed onto I105 X L289 and 
the 555 Fl plants of 58 progenies carefully examined phenotypically for pollen 
sterility in field and laboratory, ahd cyto:i.ogically for structural 
heterozygosity.. A small percentage of Fl showed pollen sterility but no 
structural aberrations wore observed e The FIlS were found to be vigorous, 
uniform, and in all respects normal. 

The homozygous diploids derived from monoploids were then compared 
with inbreds by studying the hybrid progeny of each crossed onto the commercia+ 
single cross 1205 X L289 and the Fl of each subjected to detailed cytogenetic 
study~ No particular difference between homozygous diploids and inbreds was 
noted in percentage of pollen sterility, phenotypes, appearance of mutants, or 
structural heterozygosity. An inversion, possibly associated with a deletion, 
was observed cytologically in the Fl from one inbred, the hybrid of which had 
50 per cent pollen sterility. 

Dr. Lee Ford 

:3. Qene .,fregueIfcies iu a stra in of .Reid YeJ-low Del1t 

A long term experiment V'J!'lS started in 1948 with the objective of 
obtaining information on the validity of certain assumptions in population 
genetics. Population size, ra~domness of mating, equilibrium, mutation rate, 
gene frequency; etcn are some of the commonly used terms in the mathematical
statistical treatment of genetic problems, Actual experimental data, though, 
are rather limited, with the possible exception of Drosophila, The first 
phase of this study has been completed and will be briefly reported below. 

A strain of open pollinated Reid Yellow Dent served as source, 801 
selfed ears were obtained in 1948, representing a random sample of the variety. 
Approximately 50 seeds per ear were germinated in the greenhouse and classified 
for recessive seedling mutants; 70 kernels were checked for Igermless seed~1 
The results are set out in Table 1. rn previously reported experiments in 
corn of this sort the frequency of the character but not of the alleles were 



recorded. Since a number of different loci might be responsible for the 
expression of a character, it was thought desirable to actually determine 
the frequency of each recessive allele by intercrossing all progenies which 
segregated for the same character.. This test for allelism among viable types 
was made by plant to plant intercrosses. For the lethal types, however, it 
was necessary to grow the waterial in paired rows. The results are set out 
in Table 2. 

It should be noted that the p~mber of prof,enies tested for allelism is 
usually smaller than the number originally classified. This loss is due to 
improper sampling, non-heritable caUse of the expression, poor sta.nd, etc .. 

During the course of the study one new seedling character was found .. 
It is tentatively desipnated as Imottled albino green.' The seedling leaves 
are characterized by small normal green spots on al albino background. Only 
the first 3-; leaves are affected. Greenin~ occurs rapidly. 

The wutation rates for the lethals in Table 2 are estimated by the use 
of the relationship q2 :a u, where q is the frequency of the recessive lethal 
and the u the mutation rate from the dominant to the recessive condition. 
Under a certain mutation rate and gene frequency one can calculate the number 
of generations required to reach the equilibrium level. A number of 
assumptions, however, are involved in such a calCUlation .. 

In a continuation of this experiment an attempt will be made to find 
out how rapidly the equilibrium values are approached. Ears of the original 
sample which did not segregate in the S1 were thought to be free of defectives. 
A composite of these ears was grovm under isolation and a sample saved from ' 
each crop harvested. If these samples a,re analyzed in the sarTie manner as the 
material reported above, then it should be possible to obtain some estimates 
on the speed with which' equilibrium is approached by the di.fferent alleles. 

J. F. Schuler 
and 

G. F. Sprague 
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Table 1. Frequency of Occurrence of Segregation for Various Characters in 
a Sample of Selfed Ears from the Variety Reid Yellow Dent • 

. _ ....... __ .... _---_ . .......-.... ,_ .. _----------_ .............. ----
FregyeQ~~ expresse~§ 

Germless 
Yellow-green 
Viresoent 
White 
Luteus 
Pale green 
Glossy 
Dwarf 
Stripe 
Miscelhnecus 

, , 
No. of ears 
segregatk!1f; 

87 
44 
25 
28 
15 
10 
7 
8 
6 
8 

238 
...... --,. 

% % of 
of total segregates 

l ....... ~- '(I", 

10.86 364156 
5.49 18.49 
3.12 10 .. 50 
3,.49 11.,77 
1.87 6.30 
1.24 4~20 

.87 2 .. 94 
1.00 3036 

.75 2.52 
l, .. OQ.. ...2..e22... 

29.69 100.00 
II -
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Table 2. Estimated Gene Frequencies and Mutation Rates for the Various 
Mutant Alleles. 

Observed Estimated 
Frequency of gene mutation 

Q!}arapter _..,.-- Allele occurrence ......- freguency rate 

Yellow-green 
.,00126 (viable) yg a 2 

b 1 .. 00062 
c 1 .00062 
d 1 1'00062 

155.7 x 10~ (lethal) e 20 ",01248 
f 10 .00624 38 .. 9 x 10:

6 g J .. 00187 3.5 x 10 6 
h 2 .00125 1 .. 5 x 10" 
i 2 .00125 1.5 x 10"~ 
j 1 .,00062 .38x 10-

6 k 1 ,00062 .. .38x 10-
6 1 1 .. 00062 o.38x 10-
6 m 1 QOO062 .. .38x 10-

Luteus 1 a 7 .00437 19.1 x 10"~ 
b 2 .00126 1.5 x 10-

6 c 1 .00062 .38x 10"'6 
d 1 .00062 ,38x 10-

6 e 1 ",00062 .38x 10-

Stripe str a .3 .00187 
b 1 .00062 

White w a 21 .01.310 171.6 x 101 
b 1 .00062 038x 10-

Glossy gl .3 4 .00249 
a 1 .00062 
b 1 .. 00062 
c 1 .00062 

Dwarf d a 6 .00375 
b 1 .00062 

Miscellaneous 1 .00062 
1 .00062 
1 ,00062 

I I , . , . 



JOHN INNES HORTICULTURAL INSTITUTION 
Hertford, England 

1. !h:~ing projects. 

42" 

Inbreeding has been continued: ; Northern Cross and Dependogold are 
providing desirable inbred lines, while sugary derivatives of Cinquantino 
gave second generation inbreds with gopd, early germinations. Golden 
Standard Maize, Cinquantino flint and pther maize types are also being inbred. 
A preliminary growing of Russian maize', obtained throu€rh the Board of Trade, 
showed they grew well here but set seea far too late. They are doubtless 
mechanical mixtures of yellow and white seeded forms. 

As low germination hinders sweeh:. corn production in England, the 
effects of date of harvesting seed wer~ studied using inbred C nand J"I. 
Hybrid No~ 1. Hybrid seed could be harvested over a wide period: from 24 
September to end of October, without detriment to germination. C 13 germina
tion was high only for seed picked on 24 September, germination rapidly . 
falling off with later harvestings. Earlier seeds probably gave reduced 
germinations because they were immature, while falling off in later ones 
was possibly due to fungal attacks. 

In collaboration with Mr. Newell, it was found that sweet corn raised 
in soil blocks in glasshouses and frames, and then transplanted are earlier, 
more vigorous and better yielding than direct sowings. Maize normally dis
likes transplantingo More important is that they escape detrimental effects 
of low temperatures on germination and frit-fly attacks. Soil blocks are 
economically advantageous for sweet corn as a horticultural crop in England. 

Gordon Haskell 

MIS ION BIOLOGICA DE GALICIA 
Pontevedra, Spain 

1. ~reeding for su~ar in the stal~. 

From 30,000 selfed plants on which sugar determinations had been 
made refractometrically, 800 ear progeny from plants with high sugar content 
were planted in 1952. Again selfed plants (approximately 8000 plants) were 
checked refractometrically for sugar content. There was a correlation between 
the average single ear determinations of 1951 and the average determinati~ns 
of ear progenies in 1952. 

2. Trials of hybrids for grain an~sugar. 

Two tests were grown.. The first field trial with ,36 hybrids was 
raised at Pontevedra (Atlantic coast); the second trial with 9 hybrids was 
grown in Barcelona (Mediterranean coast). The highest yields of grain and 
dry matter in the juice are reported belows 



PpntQvedra: 
(M)* 

Experimental hybrid 5 = 11.450 
Experimental hybrid 10 = 10,630 

~l'll:Qelgna: 
(M) 

Experimental hybrid 3 7,140 
Experimental hybrid 10 6.950 

*(M) s Kgs. of corn/Ha. at 1505% moisture • 
. (p) ~Kgs. of dry matter in the juice/Ha. 

(L) = % of moisture at time of harvest. 
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(p)* (1)* 
653 30 
834 35 

(p) (L) 
1,047 22 
1,366 24 

Conditions that favor grain production also have a positive influence 
op dry matter content (sugar) in the juice, espeCially conditions which con
tribute to stalk.constituents after rrain maturation. The characteJ;istics 
permitting a high grain production are not antagonistic to a favorable sugar 
metabolism in the stalk juices. 

3. §peci~~c combiu!nB-QQl1i~~n £~lation~~la~~es~of!syg~rs in stalk juices. 

Six parent inbreds of hybrids entered in the trial at Pontevedra were 
classified as to the predominant class of sugar produced in the stalk juices. 
Use WaS made of the following symbols: 

a = reducing sugar 
b = non-reducing sugar 

Their hybrids were classified as: 

1 = Homozygous a x a and b x b 
2 ;;; Heterozygous a x b 
3 = Mixtures (a x b) x b and (a x b) x a 

Differences in the average grain yields between the groups are reported 
belows 

1", Homozygous 
2, Heterozygous 
3. Mixtures 

* ~ Significant at p< 0.05 
** == Significant at p< 0.01 

Yield of 
grain 

Kg./Ha, 

9,441 
10,461 
10,215 

Groups 
Compared 

1-2 
1-3 
2"3 

Mariano Blanco 
and 

Jose L. Blanco 

"t" 

4.2** 
3.2* 
1 .. 2 



PURDUE UNIVERSITY 
Lafayette, Indiana 

1. A serological investigation of 2 inbreds. 

It seems logical that there should be some degree of protein 
specificity differentiating inbred lines of cOrn. If such is the case, then 
different lines could be distinguished from each other serologically pro
vided that our techniques are refined enough to detect the limited differences 
which are present. 

Rabbits were the animals immunized. The inbred lines of corn, Hy and 
VW9, were used to induce antibody formation. 100 seeds of each inbred were 
soaked for 18 hrs. in distilled water at DoC. and the embryos excised. These 
were ground into fine particles and extracted in Bloorts mixture for 14 hours, 
This solution was filtered and the precipitate extracted in a buffered salt 
solution for )0 hrs, 

The rabbits used were bled and the sera checked against an aliquot of 
the protein solution of the two inbredsto check for acquired immunity for 
these particular proteins. All tests were negative. 

Injections of the protein extracts V'lere given intravenously in four 
doses. Dose sizes were 50 mg, 100 mg, .and 200 mg of extracted protein in 
solution. The rabbits were injected with these doses at three day intervals. 
Eleven days after the last injection the sera were checked for antibody con
tent. The titer was ca 1:5000. The rabbits were bled 13 days after the last 
injection; the sera obtained were filtered through a Seitz filter and stored 
at .20 C. . 

It Was thought that the proteins common to both WF9 and Hy would induce 
the formation of antibodies which could be removed by the heteroantigen leav
ing in the sera antibodies of a more specific nature. These antibodies would 
react with the homoantigen but not with the heteroantigen. If the protein 
components of the embryos of both inbred corn lines were similar then no 
reaction would be obtained using the homoantigen after the treatment of the 
antisera with the heteroantigen. 

One cc. aliquots of antisera from the immunized rabbits were placed in 
tapered centrifuge tubes and .5 cc aliquots of heteroantigen were added, The 
tubes Vlere shaken for 10 minutes and then centrifuged for 30 minutes at 1200 
rpm. After this treatment all tubes had a consi~erable amount of precipitate. 
The controls, which consisted of antiserum alone, protein extract alone, 
protein extract plus water, and antiserum plus water were treated in the same 
fashion. No precipitate formed in the controls. 

Subsequent treatments consisting of the addition of the heteroantigen to 
the antisera after centrifugation to remove precipitate of previous treatments 
failed in most instances to remove all of the antibodies capable of reacting 
with the heteroantigen, and leave antibodies specific for the homoantigen. 
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Some of the tests did give the results expected if there was a serological 
difference between the two inbreds, but the results were not consistent enough 
to prove the existence of such a serological difference. 

The sera were also tested by means of the precipitin technique. Tubes 
in which the reactions were read were made from rlass tubing having an inside 
diameter of 4 mm. and cut to a length of '5 cm. Approximately.2 cc. of serum 
was run into the bottom of a tube and the same amount of diluted protein 
extract introduced above the serum, The results of the precipitin reactions 
are given in table I. In this table, the serum arainst which the extracts 
of the inbred lines of corn listed were run is designated as the antiserum. 
In recording the reactions, a heavy flocculent precipitate of considerable 
depth at the interface of the ~ntiserum and the extract was read as a four
plus reaction, a reaction showing less depth was read as a three-plus reaction, 
a light but definite reaction was called a two~plus, and a very lirht reaction 
was read as a I-plus reaction. 

Table I, Precipitin Reactions 

~-- Dilution of Extract 
Hy antiserum Extract *ll~ 1:10 1:20 ,1:49 1:80 1:160 -- I 

1 Hy ++++ +++ ++ + + + 
1 WF9 ++++ +++ ++ + + 

1JF9 antis.erum 
2 ~JF9 ++++ +++ + + + + 
2 Hy ++++ +++ ++ + + 
:3 WF9 ++++ ++ + + 
:3 HO{ ++++ +++ + + -

I : . ...... -, C gl .: ;: ,i:: : :. 

*Dilutions given in the table are to be multiplied by 100. 

The data in table 1 indicate that if specific differences exist 
between these two inbred lines the precipitin technique is too crude to detect 
them" 

1. Ag,ricultural Progr~m. 

Gerald Clary 

ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION 
Colombia, South America 

The varietal improvement of maize and wheat were the two first pro
jects undertaken by the cooperative agricultural research program of the 
Colombian Ministry of Agriculture and The Rockefeller Foundation, This pro
gram began in May, 1950. 

A basic phase of the corn improvement pro~ram has been the systematic 
collection of the native varieties. 1193 samples were collected in Colombia 



prior to January 1, 1953. Approximately 40% of the corn growing areas of the 
country are still to be collected. Two trained field collectors will oontinue 
until the job is completed. 

The collections are being evaluated from the standpoint of desirable 
agronomic characteristics for use in a breeding program. They are also being 
grouped into races on the basis of their natural relationships. At least 
15 races have been identified so far. Several more will undoubtedly be 
identified as more detailed studies are made. 

Some of the races are of interest for their desirable a~ronomic 
characteristics, and others from the standpoint of their primitiveness. One 
race is extremely interesting in view of the climatic conditions and cultural 
practices to which it is adapted. This is a small eared popcorn to which 
has been given the name·tlChococito" because it is found distributed along the· 
Pacific Coastal Plain in the Department (State) of Choco. (Also, it is often 
called "Maiz Indiollby the natives). The annual average rainfall in this 
regi~n is among the highest in the world, varying from 300 to over 400 inches 
per year. The very high temperature and relative humidity are characteristic 
of a low elevation tropical rain forest region. Perhaps more interesting 
than IIChococito's" adaptation to adverse climatic conditions is the fact 
that this race thrives with probably the minimum cultural care from man of 
any corn on record. The seeds are planted broadcast in usually a small plot 
of land alongside a river which has previously been cleared from rain forest. 
They are not covered by soil but only by the leaves and plant residue from 
the shrubby growth that is felled after the seeds are scattered broadcast on 
the surface of the ground. Usually the corn is not cultivated or weeded even 
once from planting to harvest. 

The National Research Council in cooperation with the Rockefeller 
Foundation initiated a program in 1951 to collect and preserve the indigenous. 
corns of the Americas. Colombia was designated as the center responsible for 
collecting and preserving the corns of the Andean region of South America. 
This region includes most of Venezuela and Bolivia and all of Colombia, 
Ecuador, Peru, and Chile. The number of collections from each country to 
date is as follows: Venezuela 256, Colombia 11)9, Ecuador 218, Peru 275. 
Collecting in Chile and Bolivia has not yet been htarted o It is planned to 
continue the collecting work, which is being carried on c·ollaboratively by 
the agricultural research technicians in the respective countries and the 
center in Colombia, until the entire Andean region is thoroughly sampled. Seed 
of each collection will be kept viable at the corn germplasm bank in Medellin, 
Colombia and will be made available on request to all research workers in 
corn genetics and corn improvement. 

On the corn collecting trips in the Andean region of South America, 
the field collectors ha'.iI,,' been on the look~out for Tripsacum growing wild, 
It has been found g:rowing in six locutions in Colombia, five in Venezuela, and 
one in Ecuador o These locations are: 



Qglambia .... 

1. El Morro, Cajambre, and Beuenaventura s Valle 
2. Joaquincito, Naya, and Buenaventura, Valle 
3. Marcelo, Calima, and Buenaventura. Valle 
4. Rio Dulce, and Villeta. Cundinamarca 
5. El Dinde, La Plata, and Rio Faez. Hulla 
6. Afueras Gramalote. Santander del Norte 

Ecuador.-

1. Kilometer 106, Railroad Guayaquil-Quito, 
Huigra, and Naranjapata. 

Venezuel~ .... 

1. Kilometer 19, Highway San Cristobal-San Antonio. 
Tachira 

2. Highway La Quinta-Seboruco, Rio La Grita. Tachirn 
3. Las Cruces, Ejldo-Parroquia. Merida 
4. Confluente Momboy·Motatan, near Valera. Trujillo 
5. Kilometer 18, Quiriquire-Maturin. Monagas 

Elevation 
in meters. 

40 
8 

25 
980 
950 .. 1100 

1020 

550 

880 
800 

1180 
500 
70 

Herbarium specimens of all the Tripsacums found are kept at the 
Facultad de Agronomia, Medellin, Colombia and duplicnte specimens are sent 
to the USA for identification. The studies of identification have not yet 
been completed., Living specimens from Colombia and Ecuador are growing at 
the Experiment Station "Tulio Ospina", Medellin. Those from ilenezuela were 
transplanted on the Experiment Station Farm of the Insti tuto Nacional de 
Agricultura, Maracay, Venezuela. It is planned to transfer living specimens 
of these to Medellin in the near future so that all of the Tripsacums found 
in the Andean region will be brought topether at one place and propagated 
for the convenience of anyone who is interested in studying them, 

Helminthosporium leaf spot and rust, Puccin~n §orghi, are probably 
the two most damaging diseases of corn in Colombia. The most COJllmon species 
of Helminthoseo!iBm involved is lYrcicu~, but preliminary studies indicate 
that one and perhaps two other species are present. 

Experiments were conducted to determine the genetic basis of resistance 
to those two diseases. The resistnnce or susceptibility to each of these 
diseases was found to depend primarily on a single pair of factors which are 
independently inherited. Dominance was not discernible in either pair of 
genes a There are numerous modifiers in each case (the exact number was not 
determined) that affect in a minor vlay the intensity of the attack" These 
modifiers did not, however, obliterate the ratios conditioned by a mono
factorial segregation for each disease. Data were obtained in Medellin, 
Colombia in 1951 on ten F2 families with 1910 plants, six baokcross families 



to the resistant parent with a total of 1340 plants, and 10 backcross 
families to the susceptible parent with 1813 plants. 

Lewis M. Roberts 
and 

Ulysses J. Grant 

AGRICULTURAL RgSEARGH COUNCIL'S UNIT OF BIOMETRICAL GENETICS 
University of Birmingham 

1 .. l.ukoduclli-u. 

48, 

Hull (1946) has developed methods of analyzing data from diallel 
crosses of homozy~ous lines using regression techniques and has applied 
them in particular to the estimation of dominance in maize yields. 

Recently we have developed a different approach to the same problem 
based on Mather's (1949) components of variation,D and H. We have been 
experimenting with diallel crosses of ~pot~~~ ru§tic~ and have analyzed 
various quantitative characters of these plants .... We have been able to prove 
conclusively tha~ in some cases genic interaction may cause spurious over
dominance, and, in the absence of such interaction to obtain reasonably 
accurate estimates of the dominance ratio, asymmetry of gene distributions, 
etc. We have also analyzed some maize yields from various SOtlrces and although 
these analyses do not provide quite the best illustrations of our method, .. 
we thought it would be of interest to report them here for comparison with 
Hull's method. 

2 .. ~.t:1ni tions .. and basic formul{lE!. 

A diallel table is an arrangement in a square of n2 observations from 
a set of dlallel crosses among n parents, the rows and columns of the square 
corresponding to the offspring of each parent. The n homozygous parents 
themselves form the diagonal of the table. It is easy to test whether there 
are significant differences between the reciprocal crosses, and, whether these 
exist or n:,t, reciprocals may be averaged so that rows and columns contain 
the same figures and will be termed arrayS. 

Following Mather (Mather, K. ~~9met!i~ Q~~. Methuen. London. 
1949) we suppose that the quantitative character is polygenically controlled 
and t.here are in fact g genes represented by more than one allele in the 
parents. If each gene has just~fo alleles then for the ith locus we define 

2di = difference between the homozygotes 

hi ;II difference between the heterozygrote and the mid-homozygote 

ui:vi 1;:1 ratio of numbers of positive and negative homozygotes in the 
parents 

(di ) 0; hi may take sign; ui ... Vi III I; i fa :+,2 ...... ~g) 



The dominant homozygote is that which deviates from the mid homozygote in 
the same direction as the heterozygote. 

When the g genes have independent actions and are distributed inde
pendently in the parents the following statistics may be obtained from the 
diallel table. 

Fl mean - parental mean, Fl - P:.: :L2uivihi 

Variance of parents, Vp :.: 14u1vidi2 

Variance of the families of the 
rth array (including the 
common parent), Vr ~ LlUiVi(di-hi)2 +-,L2UiVi(di f. hi)2 

and its mean value, V :.: Z UiVi(di2_2(Ui-Vi)dihi ~ hi2) 

Covariance between the families 
of the rth array and their non-
recurrent parents, Wr :.: L12UiVidi(di-hi) f.L22uiVidi(di,fohi) 

and its mean value, W :.: l 2uividi (di ",(ui-vi)hi) 

which is also the covariance between parents and their offspring means. 

Veri'snca of the array means" VM =2UiVi (di -(Ui-v;t)hi)2 (Lis o~er i = 1 
- •••• g, t.. lover genes with positive homozygotes in the rth parent, 2. 2 the 
negative ditto). There is also an environmental component of these statistics 
which will be given later. 

3. Testin£ the ~~~otheses. 

The hypotheses from which the formulae of the previous section were 
deduced are 

(1) 
(li) 
(iii) 
(iv) 

Homozygous parents. 
No multiple allelism. 
Genes independently distributed in the parents. 
No genic int,eraction on the scale in use .. 

When these hold good the difference Wr - Vr has the value Wr-Vr = 
l:UiVi(di2_hi2) :.: W-V independently of r. Heterogeneity of this d~fference 
indicates that one or more of the hypotheses fail and two methods are available 
for testing this. 

In the first, the variance of Wr - Vr is compared with a theoretical 
varianoe obtained from the diaHel table to give an approximate X2 test of 
significance. As the form of the theoretical variance is complicated, only 
the numerical results of its use will be quoted. 

The second method uses the graph of Wr against VI' which should be a 
'- straight line of unit slope. The statistical inequality Wr2~VrVp means that 
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all the points (Vr, Wr) of the graph line on that part of the line Wr - Vr 
= W - V inside the parabola Wr2 = VrVp. Though (Vr,Wr) are not a set of 
independent observations, but are correlated second degree statistics, an 
approximate test of the validity of the above hypotheses is to fit a regression 
line to the points (Vr,Wr) in the usual way_ Failure of the hypotheses is 
indicated either by a nonsignificant regression in a sufficiently extensive 
experiment or, when the regression is sicnificant, by a significant deviation 
of the slope from unity. Non-significance of regression may also arise if all 
hi l1iI 0, but this may be tested separately. 

All the formulae of this and the previous section apply to the means 
of F2s from selfed F1B if !hi is substituted for hi so that F2 data may be 
tested and anal;y-zed in the same way It Further, the graph of F2 array variances 
(or covariances) against Fl variances (or covariances) should be a straight 
line of slope t. A linear test which is also available is that P + Fl - 2F2 
should be zero. The empirical value can be compared with the standard 
deviation derived from the environmental variation of parental, Fl and F2 
means to give a test of significance. . 

When failure of the hypotheses has been demonstrated it is not easy 
to decide from F1B alone just which ones have failed. However, the possible 
use of an unsuitable scale can be detected by plotting Wr - Vr against the 
array means to see if there is a definite trend from which a new scale may be 
deduced by the usual variance stabilization method. When it is not possible 
to remove the variation in Wr - Vr by rescaling,the (Vr,Wr) graph can be 
examined. It may show some points deviating markedly from the line of unit 
slope through (V,W) though even these must of course be inside the limiting 
parabola. The four hypotheses are discussed in turn and we suppose for con
venience that in the graph the OW axis is vertical an0 the OV axis horizontal. 

When there is no dominance (hi = 0) the line is a tangent to the limit
ing parabola, but if there is dominance the line is a chord cutting off an 
area of the parabola which increases as the amount of dominance increases. 

(i) Heterozygosity in a parent moves the corresponding point above 
the line and reduces the 8.pparent amount of dominance, 

(i1) As long as there is no segrepation, multiple allelism can be 
regarded as polygenic biallelism exhibiting genic interaction 
or distributional association. 

(iii) Correlated association of alleles in the parents causes points 
to deviate either side of the line. 

(iv) Genic interaction moves the corresponding points either above or 
below the line depending on whether it moves the double 
heterozygote nearer to or further away from the mid-homozygote. 

When there is little dominance, neither (i) nor (iii) causes any trouble 
while in (iv) the limiting parabola forces any deviation to be below the line 
which accords with the fact that interaction must move the double heterozygote 
away from the mid homozygote in this case. 



Usually in practice only one or two points deviate strongly and then 
the results from the progeny of the corresponding parents can be removed from 
the dia11el table and the theory of section 2 applied to the smaller sub
table. 

Mai~~:J1~ (Kinman and Sprague, 1945). This is a set of Fl and F means 
from a dialleloross of 10 lines labelled Hy, R46, B2, WF9, 3S-11, t159, Oh07, 
Oh04, WV7 and A14 in the original paper and now renumbered 1 to 10 respeotive1r~ 

The graph of WI' - VI' against array means revealed no trend 80 that 
rescaling is not suggested. 

~1~ The first test of heterogeneity of Wr .. VI' gave ~ :: 32,756 which 
is highlY significant (p< .001). The greatest improvement was obtained by . 
removing the progeny of line (1) (p = .05 - .02) and then either line (3) 
(p = .20 - .10) or line (7) (p = .30 .. ,20). 

The regressions in the second method were all highly significant 
(p < ",001). For the whole table b ;: 0.676 1: 0.10S which on removing the 
progeny of line (1) improved to be .,;: 0.754 .. 0.09S_ Removing (1) and (3) 
gave b = 0~7S8 ! 0.075 while (1) and (7) gave b =0.808 ± 0.086 which is 
not significantly different from b = 1,000. 

!2. The first method gave ~ = 7.263 which is not significant (p = 
~70 .. ..50) 

The slope of the regression line was b :: .707 .f. .114 which barely 
differs significantly from 1.000 (p :: .05 ... 02).. Rei;oving (3) which lies 
farthest from the regression line only improved the slope slightly. 

As expected the reduced heterozygosity in F2 makes it more difficult 
to detect anomalies. 

Line!ll:~st. P" F1 - 2F2 '= 5.66 which, using what we estimate to be 
the errors of the means is highly significantly different from zero, This 
is reduced to 3.41 by removing line (3) and the further removal of line (2) 
reduces it to 1.74. 

These tests show conclusively that interaction of some sort was present, 
probably in many of the crosses, but that it had altered considerably over the 
two years in which the F1 and F2 were p.rown. However line (3), i.e. (B2), 
was picked out by all the tests. 

In our !,!iooti§:n{i experiments we have found little evidence of inter
action in flowering time, but in height a fevv lines exhibit marked interaotion 
and do so oonsistent1y in Fl repeated over two years and also in an F2 and a 
backcross. 

Once the data has been shovm to satisfy the hypotheses of section 2 or 
the awkward lines have been removed, the formulae of that section may be 
applied. If E is the environmental variation (assumed to be independent of 
the genotype) of an F1 mean, the formulae may be written 



Vp :: D .foE 

V -..tD" +Hl - -41F .. .u.J-....l E 
- 4 ~ 2n 

W =tn ... tF"'~E 
VM :: 1D • tHl - tH2 - iF f-2*E 

n 
where 

D :: f 4uiVidi2 

HI ::: l4Uivihi2 

H2 ::: f l6ui2vi2hi2 

F ::: fSUiVi (ui-vi)dihi and E is estimated from reciprocal 

differences or block differences if the experiment is replicated. The peculiar 
coefficients of E and its occurrence in Ware caused by the use of means of ' 
reciprocals and by each array having an observation in common with the 
parental array. 

HI/D measums dominance since HI and D are weighted means of hi2 and 
di2 respectively, the weighting being in favour of. genes with both alleles 
represented equally in the parents. This ratio ~~y be measured graphically. 
In the (Vr,Wr) rraph let the line of unit slope through the mean point (V,W) 
cut the OW axis in A and let the parallel tangent to the limiting parabola 
cut this axis in B. Then (except for the correction for E), ABIOB :: HI/D. 

H2/4Hl provides an estimate of the mean value of uivi (with maximum 
value t when ui :: Vi ::: t) and so shows whether or not positive and negative 
alleles are present in equal proportions. Genes having the greatest values 
of hi have the greatest weight in the estimator which thus provioes no evidence 
about '18 distribution of allelic pairs exhibiting no dominance. 

F is an indicator of the relatiVe frequencies of dominant and recessive 
alleles and is positive if there is an excess of dominants. 

The equations for F2 may be derived from these as mentioned in section 3 
and so provide independent estimates of dominance, atcII E in this case will 
conta~n a component due to genetic variation within F2 families • 

.M~, yiq19.§, These are from three different sources (see table). No estimate 
of E was given and it hilS been ignored in obtaining the results in the table. 
Inl:;raction is present in all sets of data, but only that of Kinman and Sprague. 
has been investigated fully. (Kinman and Sprague. Jour. Amer 4 Soc· Aqron. 
1945) ----.... -~-

All the data show overdominance, an even distribution of positive 
and negative alleles, and equal frequencies of dominant and recessive alleles. 
Since the two lines removed from the Fl of Kinman and Sprague correspond 
to points in the (Wr,Vr) graph on either side of the regression line, the 
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dominance ratio has not been affected. (In our height data from Nicotiana 
rusti~ the removal of the progeny of J interacting lines out of the 8 
used brought about the striking reduction of Hl/D from 2.2 to nearly zer.o.) 
The agreement between Fl and F2 is good enough considering that interaction 
is definitely present. k is the value of hId obtained by Hull's method, 
It is about half our va~ of ~Hl/D) except for F2 when a zero result was 
obtained" 

~er of dominanoe. The points in the (Wr,Vr) graph are in order of dominance 
along the straight line from the (possibly .fiotitious) complete dominant with 
minimum Vr a iUi Vi (di - hi)2 = VD to the complete recessive with maximum 
Vr = ~ui Vi (di ~ hi)2 = VR- It can be shown that unless hi/di ia constant 
these lie somewhat inside the limiting parabola.. However, assuming that 
(Vn,Wn) and (VR,WR) are at the intersection of the (Vr,Wr) line and the 
limiting parabola, we can find their values if necessarYe Then an estimate 
of the ratio of the numbers of dominants to recessives in each parent under 
certain restrictions about equality of gene effects i8 VR p Vr and over all 

Vr ... VD 
parents is VR - Y :: V(DHI) .f. F 

V - Vn' v(DHi) - F This is close enough to unity in all the maize 
data_ 

If there is a strong oorrelation (p in the table) between the 
dominance order (given by Vr 4- Wr) and the pArental ardor of magnitude, it 
is possible to predict the values of the complete dominant and recessive 
parents from the values of Vn and VR- When this correlation is negative these' 
are the values of the maximum and minimum parents possible, and ~ y~rs~ for 
a positive correlation. (In K and S d'lta, Fl' these limits are 51.9 and 2.3) 
If there is little correlation bebreen dominance ardor and parental magnitude 
(as in our Nicotiana data) no such prediction can be made. 

5. Accuracv of the estimates. 
; 

It can be mentioned briefly that we have two ways of estimating the 
accuracy of these variance components. 

Firstly, a certain analysis of variance of the diallel table enables 
exact significance levels to be obtained for VM' H2' (HI-H2), «n of. 2) H2 - HI) 
and (p .. Fl)2" These determine whether there is significant dominance and 
heterosis and, when significant, whether the estimate of uv differs signi
ficantly from either of its bounds, t and 1 .. 

n + 2 

Secondly, the n estimates, Wr - Vr, of t(n-Hl) enable an error to be 
derived from n, HI' H2 and F. This is the source of the standard errors given 
in the table. 

The results and analysis of our measurements of flowering time, leaf 
length and height in ~otiana rustiea vlill be published later, together with 
a more detailed exposition of the theory and methods. 



Source Nilsson Stringfield 
of Kinman and Sprague Leissner (unpublished, 

data F1 F1 (omitting By II: Ch07) F2 (1927)* quoted by Hu11**) 

D 180.22 1: 46.7) 229.44 ± 37.00 180.22 ! 1.3.78 1775.10 260.19 

H1 1521.80.t 95.71 1855.22 .!: 82~74 1.349.54! 112.97 27478.43 2605.13 

H2 1464.77 f 83.60 1811.26 ! 74.00 1201.42 1: 98.60 2;8.37.99 25.30 .. 74 

F 45.77 1: 110.59 -8.77 ! 90.6) 88 • .32 ... 65.22 1102.72 159.77 

-I(H1/D) 2.91 2.84 2.84 3 .. 9.3 .3 .. 16 

k 1.64 0.00 2 .. 05 1.88 

uv 0.241 0.244 0.224 0.2.35 0.24.3 

~ -0.902 -0.784 -0.770 

*Hull, F. Maize Genetics News Letter 20. 1946. 
**Ni1sson Leissner. Journ. Amer.Soc~ Agron .. 1927. 

J. L. Jinks 

B. I. Ha.yman 

.'" ,.. . .. 
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1. A=1L.!nterchap£§2Las fl method of screening f.or ne~~p in sEecific 
segmwtll· 

The use of A-B interchanges in assigning the linkage group of a 
previously isolated recessive factor makes it possible to obtain information 
in the Fl generation. Vfllere large numbers of unplaced mutant factors are 
available and the problem is that of assigning these to their respective 
linkage groups the conventional use of A ... B translocations should prove a 
great ad\rantage over the older methodo Considered from the point of view 
of maize genetics as a whole the placement of such lar~e numbers of factors 
more or less at random on the chromosome maps is a highly desirable enter
prise since it stands to benefit all maize geneticists in the long run. How~ 
ever experimental studies often place a premium on several marker genes in a 
particular linkage group, in a single arm or even in a restricted region of 
a particular arm of a chromosome.. Considering the current status of chrom
osome maps in maize that aspect of a problem which poses these requirements 
often must either be dropped or postponed until our present "shot-:-gunll method 
yields the desired markers. The numerous stocks of reciprocal translocations 
which are now available may be the solution to this problem in some cases but 
have the disadvantage that the phenotype of this kind of marker is manifest 
only in the mature plant; moreover the associated effects on crossing over 
and gametophyte viability are disadvantages in numerous studies. Some method 
is required which will enhance the frequency with whi.ch plants carrying new 
mutant genes may be recognized and which will at the same time screen for 
mutants which have a favorable location in terms of the requirements of 
specific studies. 

The A~B interchanges should prove to be ideal testers for this purpose. 
According to the method proposed here a pollen parent carrying a selected 
reciprocal A·B interchange is crossed, not with plants carrying a previously 
selected mutant character whose linkage placement is sought, but with normal 
plants. Since, following non-disjunction in the second microscpore division 
of the pollen parent, the great majority of immediate offspring (embryos or 
endosperms) are deficient for the acentric portion of the A-chromosome which 
is translocated to the B chromosomes, any mutations which occur in the 
corresponding segment in the normal plant, 1I',rhich are incorporated in functional 
me['aspores and which finally come to reside in hypoploid complements should 
be immediately expressed and identified. Thus each Fl hypoploid plant or 
endosperm tests a single ~amete of the normal plant for mutation of previously 
unidentified genes lying in the specified segment. In contrast, by the 
present method of obtaining new mutants, an entire F2 progeny is required to 
test single gametes. The method proposed here has the same advantage as that 
enjoyed in studies dealinp with the isolation of visible mutations carried in 
the X-chromosome of Drosophila males, the latter being from the standpoint of 
most of the sex-chromosome material, haplo-X. 

In addition to the expected greater efficiency in the recognition of 
newly nrising mutants this method is expected to have the following advantages: 
(1) Depending on the particular A-B interchanre employed a variety of 



A-chromosome segments may be screened for mutation; (2) In the case of 
hypoploid mutant embryos the deficient complement is not expected to transmit 
through the gametophyte and since the mutant gene is carried on a normal 
chrombso.me the progeny of the selfed, mutant hypoploid should be composed 
entirely of plants which are homozygous for the mutant factor and have an 
entirely normal complement of chromosomes; (3) The incorporation of desired 
gene combinations or structural modifications into the background of the 
new mutant stocks need not await the discovery of a desired new nn.ltant factor" 
Stocks with the desired combinations may be utilized directly as the egg 
parent in the cross with the interchanged tester parent. 

The degree of application of the proposed method would be a function 
of the variety of A-B interchanges available~ While stocks involving such 
interchanges for almost half of the 20 chromosome arms in maize are now 
available studies involving the remaining arms would not be aided by this 
method. Moreover, the technique does not lend itself to the isolation of 
mutants lying in close proximity to their respective centromeres. A ftlrther 
disadvantage which applies to the isolation of seedlin~( mutants by this method 
lle8 in the fact th~t the hypoploid plant is often less vigorous tha.n the 
normal plant. 

VIe are at present studying the fel').sibility of this method a:qd are 
utilizing several A-B interchanges and analyzing mutations in both the embryo 
and en(losperm. A recent search for mutants among th.e seedling progenies of 
crosses of normal plants with a plant carrying the T B-3a interchange gave 
encouraging results. At the present time it is not possible to state the 
frequency of mutant embryos among these progenies since the analysis is not 
complete and moreover there is always the tendency to select as possible caseS 
the plants with slight as well as striking deviations from normal. However, 
there were included among selected cases a number of striking virescent, 
albino, glossy, pole-green and luteus plants. In a number of families 
there occurred several individuals with the same striking singular phenotype. 
These are expected in the event that mutations in the egg parents occur 
early enough to be included in a number of megasporocytes II . 

In a cooperative program among maize genetecists aimed at finding and 
mapping new mutant genes previous methods would require that the various 
cooperators exchange stocks carrying the newly~isolated recessive factors whicp 
would then be crossed with numbers of tester stocks to facilitate the place
ment of the mutant factors. If the method discussed here proves feasible it 
would not require this exchange and incidentally save considerable bookkeeping& 
Each cooperator would be responsible for the current mapping of a single arm 
or chromosome and would cross to screen for and deal with only those mutants 
occurring on that arm or chromosome. 

2 .. A... test of Go l,gschmidt ',s h:moth~sis -2;L the "sensillye ll segmeni.t, 

The occurrence of a number of Cases of closely linked genes with 
similar effects has suggested to Goldschmidt that the adjacent member alleles 
in such series may represent not factors with separate identity in the 
classical sense, but impairments at various points within a segment the whole 
of which is concerned with tho development of normal phenotype for the 
character involved. This is an engaging hypothesis and to the extent that 



evidence confirms it as an explanation for such closely linked systems 
it would supplant the hypothesis which argues the origin of such loci through 
duplication. It has the further merit that it may be tested readily for it 
requires that mutations of independent origin at a lIlocus" be distributed 
essentially at random within tho hypothetical, sensitive segment and hence 
leads to V~I expectation that most combinations of heterozygotes of such 

I 

mutant typ~~ give rise to reversions to wild type associated with crossing 
over within the specified segment.. Most heterozygotes involving mutant 
alleles now available at particular loci in maize would not represent valid 
tests of this hypothesis, for in this material new alleles have been sought 
ordinarily among the progenies from crosses of normal plants with those carry
ing a mutant allele. Barring a position effect, this method favors the 
is~lation of alleles which, on the above hypothesis, lie at the same point 
wHhin the hypotheti6al segment~ The hypothes:J.s is being tested in maize 
under Gonditions which, it is hoped, will eliminate .this bias. Plants which 
are-homozygous for the A factor are crossed with T B-3a plants carrying A 
on the interchanged segment.. Hypoploid endosperms among the progeny (see 
discussion under previous heading) will appear colorless if there has been 
a mutation of A to its recessive form in the egg parent q If there exists a 
relntively e~tended segment on the chromosome within which slight impairments 
at anyone of a number of points may produce the effect of recessive ~ the 
isolation of mutants from such hypoploid progenies should insure that a random 
sample of mutants representing aberrations at various points within the 
hypothetical segment is obtained. Heterozygotes of these mutant forms may 
then be made in various combinations and analyzed for the occurrence of 
reversions associated with crossing over in the region concernede The Q 
and E loci are being analyzed in the same manner ~sing appropriate A·B trans
location stocks~ We would be happy to receive, from cooperators, stocks 
carrying mutants of the above types which may have been obtained incidentally 
in crosses involving pollen parents carrying A-B interchanges. 

John R. 1A.ughnan 
and 

E. H. Coe, Jr. 

3. publF'tl'l;al concentrations 9f f0rma:l;deh;zde .• mllLphenql 

In a preliminary trial of the mutt'l["€mic effects of formaldehyde 
and phenol, solutions of various concentrations were injected into the ta.ssel 
area, at the sporocyte stare, with a hypodermic needle. The sublethal con
centrations for thBse bra substances are: 

Phenol: 0.5% to 1.0% by weight. 

Formaldenyde: 1:160 to 1;320 dilution of commercial formalin. 

Concentrations greater than thesE~ resulted in death of the tassel. 

E. H. Coe, Jr. 



4. Ins effect of shg .. .2P cllrbohydr.Q]~~erves in malli_~dos!ler.m 

Quantitative determinations of reducing sugars, sucrose, water-
soluble polysaccharides and starch in mature endosperms indicate that the 
shrunken phenotype of ~ is associated with a striking difference from 
normal in carbohydrate reserves. To facilitate a valid comparison of the 
effect of the sh2 factor with that of SUI studies were carried out on the 
selfed progenies of plants heterozygous-ror both factors (~~ §g §h ~). Four 
phenotypic classes are represented among the progeny: normal (Su Sh), sugary 
(~§h), shrunken (~§h) and sugary-shrunken (§~ ~). While normal kernels 
store carbohydrate predominantly in the form of starch there is a progressive 
decv9ase in this component among the other classes in the order named. Con
versely, sugars aro lowest in normal kernels (1.8%) and highest in the sugary
shrunken class (32.0%), tho latter type having only one-tenth the normal 
amount of starch. The differences in sugar content are due primarily to 
sucrose which alone accounts for 28% of the dry weight of sugary-shrunken 
endosperms6 Water-soluble polysaccharides which represent 30% of the weight 
of sugary (aU Sh) kernels (a long established observation) are nearly absent 
in the other types.. The following general interpretation of the action of 
theso genes is suggested. In the development of normal (Su Sh) endosperms 
there is an uninterrupted conversion of sucrose and reducin~ sugars to starch. 
The ~~ gene determines a partial block in synthesis at some point following 
the condensation of SlIFar residues but prior to the formation of starch, The 
unusually high sucrose and low starch levels of 2Y ~ endosperms suggest that 
the §h2 fnctor blocks synthesil3 at an earlier stage than does .§.Y and may 
be concerned with the enzymatic degradation of sucrose. The ~2 factor may be 
of some value in the sweet corn industry either as a substitute for, or in 
combination with, the ~ gene. 

John R. Lnughnan 

An F2 progeny obtained through the kindness of the DeKalb Hybrid Corn 
Co. was found to segrerate close to 1/16 glossy seedlin~s. Progenies of 
selfed, normal sibs of thes<:J glossy p1[l,nt.s segregated t rl088Y, 1/16 glossy or 
were non-segregating in frequencies approximating those expected if the glossy 
character is inherited on a duplicate factor basis. Linkage tests in F21 
repulsion phnse, place one member of this duplicate pnir on the fourth chromo
some close to §Yl' the other in linkage group 2 near Y4. The recessive 
forms of a seconIT pair of duplicate factors are associated withn new 
albescent character. One member of this pair is placed approximately 25 
recombinntion units to the left of ,g16 on chromo6omo 3. The linkage relrltion 
of the other member is not established o 

John R. Lflughnan 

6. ~'?-table pale P!.eE2n lOQ!:!.2. 

The mutable pnle creon phenotype vias found in rna terinl provided by 
Dr. E. G. Anderson which had been ~xposed to irradiation from the Bikini atom 
bomb. 
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Two distinct seedling phenotypes are associated with the m complex; 
astable-type (J2.gS) characterized by its uniform "pale green II color with 
occasional sectors of green stripes and a variegated-type (~gm) containing 
numero~s dark green stripes on a pale green background~ There is experimental 
proof that. these green stripes represent mutations of DR to the normal aIle 1e." 
~E!. 

These two phenotypes appear, together with the normal green plants, 
in three characteristic ratios in the F2 progenies: (1) 3:1 for green to 
stable D£ - the ~ class; (2) 12:3:1 for green to mutable J2.g to stable BE! -
the m~ class; and (3) 3:1 for green to mutable with a low and variable 
fraction of stables - the m classo 

There are various lines of evidence to show that the ~& s class is 
due to tho presence of an independently segregating factor, .En, increasing 
mutability at the DE! locus~ Such a factor acting on m is suggestive of the 
~1 influence on III and of the !£ effect on ~-controlled loci. When mutable 
plants homozygous for independent 1l!!! (m IDl) aJ'e outcrossed to various 
agronomic lines, the following results are obtained: 

.f.gll£D parill g II m&s ]] 

1950 43-54 4 0 22 2 
1950 43 ... 57 12-_ 0 29 2 --

Total 19 0 51 4 

When 12& plants from the unexpected m type progenies nre further tested in the 
F3, they behave like members of the m class. 

The mutability of the m class is autonomously controlled .- i.e. En 
is located adjacent to the ~ locus (~). When pollen parents containing 
homozygous ns~ are outcrossed to lines, the following results are obtained, 

Qlf.ls!3es of F2 Rrogenies 

E21~~~ parent Q ~ ill & s .m 
1950 66 .. 108 11 3 10 54 
1950 40-37 1 1 5 17 
1951 388.1 0 0 2 7 
1951 647"'3 24 1 11 12 
1951 283 .. 1 21 2 3 20 

In addition to the m-type F2 progenies, two unexpected classes- the m & s 
and ~ - also appear. Their frequency is interpreted as indicative of a 
high rate of change from ~ (m class) to 5g~ (m~) and R& (§ class). 
Transposition of ~ from its position adjacent to the ~ locus results in its 
appearance at another position in the chromosome complement. Plants from tne 



newly-arisen ~ & s type behave as if ED were independently segregating and 
those in the .Il clnss lack &D. 

Tests sho~! that ~ is not present in 20 agronomic lines examined. 

Raig_ an<L£1r.§l.£:ll.Q.rLQL!!.!1!~,Q1!~ - pgs mut,ates to JJ2.m in a 10\7 freque>')~y 
(1/1.,20). The OCC\.lrrence of l2gin seedlings in B,gt' stocks is correlated wit~l 
the soctors of mutability observed in l2gS seedling leaves. This is indico:t,iv8 
of the appearance of ~!! in somatic tissue 0 The isolation of one m-type progeny 
from the out cross of .l2!r6 indic'>.tes that this new ]ill lies a.dj ncent to the locus ~ 

l2~m mu~ates to ~gS at the rate of a.pproximately 205% - 4% in the 
gametes of ~gfill Pl pollen parents. In the Fl plants, the rate is approxirr~tely 
17%. A number of explanations, such as different rates of mutation in 
homo zygotes versus heterozygotes and the presence of non-spocific modifiers 
in the PI plants reducing mutntionrate, may account for this difference~ 

The autonomous and independent En differ in their phenotypic expression 
and in their relative stability in that the latter is characterized by n 
pattern of later occurring mutations and has not been found to mutate. 

In addition to the location of !u adjacent to the locus and on an 
independently segregating chromosome, En was found in one instance to be 
linked with m at a distance of approximately 36 cross ... over units. This 
third location of 1£1 is further evidence 'that it undergoes transposition\> 

A hypothetical representation of the ~ complex is diagrammed below: 
~ 

mS • Pg(I) -stable type seedlings 

~m - pg(I)Eh -mutable seedlings: the nutonomous locntion of .En-

- Pgfi) En- mutable seedlings; the indopendent location of 1m .. -
Green :: Pg .. Normal wild allele of nIl lines. 

According to this scheme, the mutable locus represents the association of an 
inhibitor (1) with the normal dominant allele E.G. resulting in a pale green 
phenotype. The loss of (J) under the influence of' ~D is manifest.ed in the 
mutation of .J2S. to.Eg. This scheme fits McClintock's concept which considers 
that mut'1tion of unstable genes represents the removal of 'ln inhibitory locus 
adjacent to the dominant allele. 

Tuo new mutables (~lm and ~m) arose in ~m families containing the 
dominant alleles Al and !!. 

Peter A. Peterson 



Asis well known, the Qi gene induces the mutation of the ~l allele to 
A, which results in the appearance of dots on othervlise colorless kernels~ 
Occasionally, colorless kernels appear which do not respond to Qt.; these 
have been designated ~-stable (nS). Studies were undertaken to analyze the 
mutation of III to 1J,.s. The isolated but re8ulnr occurrence of dotless kernels 
on norm[l.lly dotable ears suggests thnt the mutation of the .Q:l allele to!};.s 
arises following a meiot.ic event. A series of crosses were made to tost the 
hypothesis that a factor necessary for dotting was lost by crossing-over,. 
Crossos ,,'Uh appropriate mnrkers indicate that the mutations of ~s are not 
related to crossing-over. Further insight into the problem was obtained by 
testing the role of the ~ gene in the mlltat~on of El. to QS. In the cross, 
where mutations of !11 to .uS are being tested for theu occurrence in the 
absence of the illl gene, no mutations have been found in 0. population of 6525 
gamotes tested for dotless kernels. Since the rate of mltntion of ~l to ~s 
in the presence of Dt is .25% in these tests, npproximately 12 cases would be 
expected if I!.t were not responsible for the origin of !J:.s,. This indicates that 
few, if any, mutations of .ul to .uS occur in the abSfmce of Dt. The above 
results suggest that .ill! conditions the change not only to higher alleles as 
has previously been shown (Rhoades), but also to the colorless stable allele, 
.us. 

Peter A. Peterson 

Inversion 3n is a paracentric inversion in the long arm of chromosome 3, 
The proximal break occurred 0.4 of the length of the long arm from the 
centromere and the distal break v·'as very near the free end.. The Lg2, AI' 
and Et loci all lie within the limits of the inversion. Recombination 
between these loci was greatly reduced in inversion heterozygotes; the only 
effective recombinn.tion coming from double exchanges, the frequency of which 
indic."ted the absence of chromatid interference .. 

Individuals were scored as heterozygous for the inversion or homozygous 
normal on the basis of pollen abortion. Since Lg and A are both included with
in the inverted segment, region (1) consists of the interval between A and the 
distal breakage point, region (2) is the A-Lg interval, and region (3) lies 
betv~'eon the Lg locus nnd the proximal breakage point of the inversion. 

(0) 
Lg 
A 
l.~ 
1403 

(1-3) 
Lg 
A 
II 
7 

(2-3 ) 
19 

A 
1£ 
5 

(1-2) 
19 

A 
l! 
3 

(1-2) (2-3) 
Lg Lg 

a a 
In Ii 
3 3 

Recombination values~ Region 1 0.8% 
Region 2 0.5% 
Region 3 0,8% 

% double crossover strands 1.1 (28/2639) 

(1-3 ) (0) Total 
19 19 

a Q 

In N 
7 1208 2639 

On the basis of cytological observations (see table 3) the expected frequency 
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of double crossover strande when the In/N pl'1nts are used os the male parent 
is 1.5. The difference is not significant. 

Table 2. llackcross ~ta_.t:r.9m thEl. qross :;f In L8 ALN 19 ~ x N 19,...il .. 

The regular offspring received a chromosome 3 with n full complement 
of genes in either the normal or inverted order from the maternal parent. 

·The hypo-hyperploid individunls arise from megaspores with a chromosome 3 
deficient for the tip of the long arm but redundant for varying portions of 
the proximal region of the long arm. Crossover regions are identical with 
those in table 1. 

956 9 2 5 4 1 10 731 

H;ypo-hIl?erp1oid offs;t?ri.nL 
Lg Lg Ig 19 Lg Lg Ig 19 
A A A A. a a a a 
In N In N In N In N 
:3-1971071 

% double crossover strands is 1.8. Expected with no chromatid interference 
1.87. 

The hypo-hyperploid individuals in table 2 possess a deficient
duplicate chromosome :3 which arises from breakn.ge of dicentric bridges. 
Approximately one~half of the deficient-duplicate chromosomes possessed an 
inverted, and the others a normal sequence. There was no transmission of 
deficient-duplioate chromosomes through the pollen. Transmission through 
the ovules was variable, depending upon the length of the duplicated piece. 
An average transmission value of 25% was found. 

Cytological observations of bridge frequency are given in table 3. 

T3ble 3. UJ;'st and second, meio~ic. anaphasG confiEura~~{)ns in InLN 
m1.Q£2scporocyte/!_ 

Anaphase I Anaphase II 
no bridge 1 bridge 1 bridge no bridge 2 bridpss (Single cell counts) 
!f!UIQ&.a- .Lfr~ p,o t:ra&.:. lJr~ 2 frags .. .lj.9. bridge 1: brid,g§ 

925 577 37 87 19 458 17 
56.2% 35.1% 2 .. 2% 5.3% 102% 93 0 2%PMC 6.8%PMC 

Studies v:ith individuals carrying two inverted chromosomes, one of 
vlhich was deficient-duplicate, plo.ced the Lg2 locus 12 recombination units 
from the proximal break of the inversion. Similar studies "lith pbnts carry

.. ing two normal chromosomes, one of them a deficient ... duplicate, indicated 
that the Et gene was 3 recombination units from the distal break. 

The frequency of recovered deficient-duplicate chromosomes and the 
amount of ovule abortion were both higher than that expected if the basal 
megaspores receive broken chromosomes derived only from cells with double 
bridges at anaphase I or single bridges at Qnaphaso II. It was concluded 
that some of the brqken chromosomes delivered to the basal megaspore came 
from brHfl.l\age of single bridges at nnaphase I. 

M. M~ Rhoades and 
Ellen Dempsey 



UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 
University Fnrm 

St. Paull, Minn. 

1. ~ocation of fectors for corn bprer r~acti9D 

A borer resistant inbred line, Minn. A4ll whose resistance cnme from 
the Oh7 inbred, was used in cross~s with chromosomal interchange stocks from 
E. G. Anderson. As far as possible, the interchanges selected had breaks 
near the middle of each arm. The general plan v:as to cross susceptible inter
changes with the resistant inbred line and to backcross the semisterile Fl 
plants to the inbred line shoping the recessive borer reaction. Since 
resistance proved to be dominant, the FIlS were backcrossed to a susceptible 
inbred A344, n selection from the "Iowa 15.3 inbred. Several interchange lines 
proved to be resistant and were not usable in this nmrlysis of MIl. 

The pIo.nts were hand infested 1'lith borer egg masses. The individual· 
plants were classified by pollon examination in the field and later each vms 
classified (5 grad~s) for the degree of leaf feeding and of stalk damage. The 
P values for the X tests for independence, based on an averafe of 167 plants 
(range from 119 to 192 plants) per test, are summarized in the following table; 

1 .. 9b 
2t'3c 
2-6c 
2 ... 7c 
2-9b* 
3-5a 
3-6 Conn 
3-7c 
3-9c* 
3-9x23-158* 
4-9 D25* 
5.,.9a 
6-9x25 .. 78* 
6-10a 
8-9x22-92* 
9"10b* 

P values for :X2 test 
for independence based on 
total hand infested plants: 

Je~f feeding 
.20-,,10 
.,30-.20 
.30-,,20 
.95".50 
.30-,,20 
,,05·',,01*+ 
,,05-,,01*"
.05-,,01*+ 
,,05- .. 01*01-

(.01** 
<.01** 
,,05,·.01*+ 
.50-,,30 
.30- .. 20 
.. 50- .. 30 
.20-.10 

stalk damage ---.-,.--
<.01** 

.30-.20 
010-.05 
.50-.30 
.. 95-.50 
.10 
.50-.30 

<.01** 
(.01** 
.05-.01*"-

<.01** 
.05- .. 01*4-
.95-.50 
.95-.50 
.95 
.. 05-.0l*~ 

. 
Factor 

located in 

3L 
3L 
3L 
4L 
5L 

*Trnnslocntions with V1F9 (susceptible) background 
* ... , .05-.01 = significant **, <.01 • highly significant 

The data indicate that the resistance of the A411 inbred is due to at 
least one gene in the long arm of chromosome 3 and one in the long arm of 4, 
and probably another in the long arm of 5. (The cooperation of Dr. E. H. 
Rinke nnd F. Loeffel in the corn breeding project and Dr!, F. J. Holdavmy and 
his assistants in Entomology i;3 I1cknowledged.) 

M. A. Ibrahim and 
C. R. Bur~ham 



2. ~a+~sisof n multiple_bre~~rnnslocntion stock PI~duqed by X-raxing 
T'5-?b . --

The stock homozygous for these translocn tions, v,[hen crossed with T5 ... 7b, 
produced a (0)6 indicating theydif'fer by two interchanges .. When that same 
stock was crossed with standard normal, a (~)8 Was produced involving 
chromosomes 1-5-6-7. The derived types of (0)4 and (0)6 from the latter 
cross (Coop Newsletter #20, p. 15, 1946) have been analyzed at pachytene and 
the availnble genetic data summarized" Cytological studies sho1i/ad that the 
breakage positions in the most numerous type of derived ( .. )4, Tl"'5, were 
probably at IS or L .6 and 5L.4. No linkage data were available for chromosomQ 
1, but for chromosome 5 linkage data indicated the break was in the long arm. 
For the other type of derived (-)4, T6·7, the brenknge points were at 6L.3 
and 7S.3.. At diakinesis in pltints from the cross of plants homozygous for a 
derived (,,)6 (T5-6-7) vrith plants homozygous for the parental interchange 
T5-?b there was only a (0)4 chromosomes attached to the nucleolus indicating 
these two lines differ by only one interchange. Conclusions as to the probable 
original breakare positions should be possible from this information~ It 
should be possible then to plan further crosses to utilize the Tl-5-6-7 stock 
in the production of larger rings. 

Aly Mohamed 
and 

C" R. Burnham 

Segregating material using interchange markers will be grown next 
summer to attempt to locate factors for tender pericarp in sweet corn. 

i\.ly Mohamed 

Studies are underway to make these tests for regions which may be near 
the centromeres. For many, stocks have to be synthesized, but a few more 
results have been obtained: 

0 

Tester Fl het .. Fl heterozygote used at + Fl heterozygote used as (J1 

12are,nt 
numb~-~ number % recomb 0 recomb. 

Hg2 
Sg + 618 26.7 262 35.1 
~. 192 

±£ Rg + 897* 9 .. 6* 347* l6~4* 
H of. dl 

Y pb 1; f_ 304 1.64 394 5.8 
y pb 

*recombination calculated by product method for (3:1) (1:1) ratios 



Gro~sing over values are hipher in the ~ Similnr differences were 
reported in the 1950 Coop Newsletter #24, p. 56; for ilh-XGS, the difference 
was most pronounced in plants heterozygous for T5-9a, less so in those 
homozygous for the translocation or without the translocntion~ In that 
report, the upper row of data for each group is from the heterozygote used 
as the ~, the Im"or rov! is from tho heterozygote used as the a'L-this 'was not 
indicated in that summary. 

Mr. E. Clark is studying crossing over in chromosome 9 in reciprocal 
crosses in a series of translocations involving the short arm of chromosome 9. 

5. Set of translocation markers. ... , mt___ . _ ( 

From thetrnnslocntions listed by Drs. Longley :'ind Anderson, a set 
has been selected which it is hoped will, with a few additions, test 
adequately all the arms of the 10 chromosomes. These have been crossed to an 
early, n medium, and a late inbred and will be backcrossed for sever'J.l 
generations to furnish the se't in uniform backgrounds. 

6. Qhromosome s0grGga~ion in trg,nslocations in F§htion to cro,ssing oyer 

A. The spore quartet data on the froquency of quartets having one or two 
of the spores with a diffuse nucleolus nre, for two stocks heterozygous for 
In5a: 

12-6c .L
.;. In 511. 

15 .. 6,c In 511. 

+ "" 

one-diffuse 
qunr.t~tL!!l 

45 

12.3 

two-diffuse 
smo.rtets .w 

16.7 

The 10'\1'>ler frequency of Hone-diffuse" quartets in the second stock is due to 
the fc.ct that the crosso'vera cannot be detected in the entire interstitial 
segment, part of which i8 in the inversion, The higher frequency of "two 
diffuse ll qUn!'tets in the second stock is due to ndjacent-l segregation 
following slnp,le crossing over or 3-strand doubles occurring within the 
inversion. 'this is the first evidence for adjacent-l segrep,ation following 
crossing over in an interstitial segment in corn translocations. 

E. Grosses betvreen trr'nsloc:ltions [tre being selected so that crossover 
frequency in the differential segment may be measured by the spore quartet 
technique, and compared vlith the frequency of recovered genetic crossovers 
in the same region~ 

Preliminary breeding tests indicate that crossovers occurrine in the 
differentbl segment are recovered, indicating again that adjacent 1 segrega'" 
tionoccurs following such crossing over. 



(5-6c x 2-5b) x normal = 22.4% of crossovers (normals and 
comb ined T2 -5 -6 ) 

(l-lO(4885 ... 1)x 6-l0b) x normal = 4.1% of crOSSO'l.Ters (normals and 
combined Tl-lO-6) 

66. 

For the latter, the percentage of crossover type quartets was 4 0 8% for the 
(·)6 FI plants and 4.8% for plants heterozygous for T6 .... l0b alone. These 
cytolorically observed vnlues must be divided by 2 to be comparable with 
the 4,1% observed in the backcross progeny. 

More data drom these and severnl other crosses of the s~me type will 
be obtained next summer. 

Certllin of the trnnsloc::ttion intercrosses from which basis permanent 
rings of 6 were expected failed to produce thE'J necessary crOSSOVGrs to 
proceed f/ith the original plan. Intercr9sses for n new pbn of producing 
a complete ring utilizing trnnslocntions with more fnvornbly placed breakage 
points, i.e. VJhich involve lom'er differtmtbl segments, were made the pnst 
summer. 

C. R. Burnham, 
assisted by Ed Clark 

This character is recessive ~nd very similqr to japonica (jl) in 
chromosome 8, but it sholiJS to some extent in the seedling stage., It was first 
found in 1947 in the corn breeding work nt the V\/aSGCR station by Dro Ee L. 
Pinnell, where it nrose from an 1'-'2 of AJ47 x K2JO. It probably was an out
cross of an Fl to some source of white endosperm, because it also has white· 

. endosperm. Intercrosses shovred it was not jnponica or ,ih Among the crosses 
of this stripe as ~ with different IBI chromosome translocntion testers, 
supplied by Dr. H. Roman, the one with transloc'.1tion TB-lO threw V!asGca 
stripe plants in Fl , indicating this fnctor is in ~vromosome 12, 

F2 popule,tions from a cross involving golden-l and this stripe appear 
to confirm this linkage, although the numbers are small and striped plants 
v'ere greatly deficient due to poor growing conditions. Further information 
on this topic will be sought next summer. 

Gertrud Joachim 
and 

C. R. Burnham 

9. luhori: tenq,!L ofJt~l1cti0!1.J:2...:th£ Chlamyc1o~122~~s .. of Corn Smut, Ustilago 
zea:I!5Q.£kmfmrgng.!lL~tiyed from a S,ing!!L~. 

Two compatible lines of corn smut (lOA4 x l7D4) obtained from the 
Department of' Plant Pathology, University of Minnesota, were inoculated into 
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plants in the field •. The ch1amydospores from the galls obtained from 
this cross wero stored and used for inoculation on the mnteria1 tested for 
smut reaction. The spores were measured out, mixed in a given quantity of 
water and sprayed on the plants. A resistant inbred line derived from 
Minnesota 13, the same one used by Saboe in earlier studies, and a sus
ceptible inbred. Baker 164, together with material from the backcrosses, 
were sprayed vlith this suspension just llS the tassel emerged from the boot. 

Sixteen chromosomal interchange stocks, which were susceptible to smut, 
were crossed with the resistant Minnesota 13 line and only semisteri1e Fl 
plants Vlere backcrossed both to the resistant and susceptible parents. These 
tested sixtoen of the twenty arms of the ten chromosomes. The backcross 
progeny VJere inoculated. From the backcross to the resistant, there were 
3.62 per cent of smutted plants and from the backcross to the susceptible 
parent, there were 29.13 per cent smutted plants. These resu1tssho~ that 
the resistance of this inbred is dominant for this one lot of chlnmydospores. 
The inocu1flted Minnesota 13 showed no smutted plnnts while the susceptible 
Baker 164 showed 63.6 per cent. The uninoculated Brtker 164 showed only 3.11 
per cent of smutted plants. 

Significant deviations from independence of smut reaction and 
semisteri1ity, a P value less than .001 were observed with interchange 2-7c, 
3-5n, 3-6a, 3~7b, 4-50, 4-6 (57-31) and 5-9a and .05~.02 for 2-9a and .02-.01 
for 1-4a for the progeny from backcrossing the semi sterile FIlS to tho sus
ceptible parent. 

The associations indicate that the difference in reaction of these two 
inbreds to this corn smut inoculum is governed by at loast 5 OJ" possibly 6 
factor pairs. The inferred locution of these factor pairs (or linked groups 
of factors) is as follows: In the short arms of chromosomes 4 and 9, in the 
long arms of chromosomes 3, 5 and 7 and another possibly in the short arm of 
chromosome 3. 

The assistance of C. R. Burnham in planning the genetic tests is 
acknowledged. 

J. J. Reilly 

UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI 
Columbia, Missouri 

As a result of testing 97 races of corn of diverse origin for 
modifiers of mutation at the ~ locus, two possible additional ~ loci 
have been discovered. (The gene E!l discovered by Rhoades is located on 
the short arm of chromosome 9 and causeS the gene ~l on chromosome 3 to 
mutate to its dominant allele Ap) The first of these two was found in the 
Brazilian variety "Catetoll. m1iminary linkage evidence has shown it to 
be linked to the gene I with about 22,5% recombination. Other crosses have 
clearly demonstrated that it is not an allele of ~t~, and is not linked to 
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either ahJ or~. It has therefore been tentatively located on chromosome 6. 

Except for location on different chromosomes Dtl and Dtl have not 
been found to be distinguishable. From a selfed ear-oT an ~ ~, Dtl dtl , 
Dt2 dt2 plant it was found that 1, 2, and .3 doses of Dt2 give a ne~ -
expon~e'ntial increase in dot number as the 12! dosage rs-increased. This is 
similar to the behavior of Dtl under the same conditions. -

In combination Dtl and Dt2 supplement each other in dosage expression. 
Thus while two doses oT~tl gi~about the same dotting frequency as two 
doses of Dt2" the combination of two doses of each (giving a total of four 
doses) proouces ten times as many dots. 

It will be interesting to see what the seeds from a selfed ear of 
an ~ ~, Dtl dtl' Dt2 dt2 plant will show. They will range in combined 
~ dosag;-£rom a ~6~ses in the endosperm. 

The second Q1 gene was found in a Peruvian race. It has not yet been 
located and could be an allele of either Dtl or Dt2Q - -

The three known occurrences of 121 genes reported to date are from 
widely separated unrelated races of corn" The first (ptl, reported by 
Rhoades) waS found in Black Mexican sweet corn, which i;-a North American 
variety of possible Central American origin. The second (Dt~) is from a 
Brazilian yellow flint type, and the third is from a purple aleurone Peruvian 
race. 

2. A ne~ Eale aleurone g~. 

A selfed ear in a culture that was homozygous for all the genes re
qUired for full purple aleurone color was found to be segregating for a 
pale aleurone effect. The ratio was .3 full colored: 1 pale.. Approximately 
three fourths of the pale seeds had many small full purple aleurone sectors 
suggesting frequent reversion to the normal type. One explanation for this 
behavior would be that the effect was due to a recessive pale aleurone factor 
which was unstable in the presence of a dominant modifier. Purple seeds from 
this ear gave plants with normal anthocyanin pigmentation whose ears included 
some which were homozygous colored and others which were segregating for 
colored and pale seeds. The sectored pale seeds gave green plants with red 
anthocyanin sectors. They produced ears with all pale seeds but which segre
gated for stable and unstable seeds. The pale stable seeds gave all green 
plants which produced ears with only pale stable seeds. Tests on a1 1 82, 2, !, 
and Qe testers have shown that the effect is not allelic to any of~ese. 
Therefore it must be a new gene~affecting anthocyanin pigmentation of both 
aleurone and plant tissueso It has been tentatively designated ~~ (pale 
aleurone) • 

M. G. Nuffer 



UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA 
Lincoln, Nebra'ska 

1. Effects of X-ral and t~~~~ ae~~r2!L~i~\1ons_of dorman~ §eeds of mai~~ 
2n,the immediate generatio~. 

Dormant seeds of maize were irradiated with different dosages of 
X-rays or thermal neutrons at the Brookhaven National Laboratory in the 
spring of 1952. Field plantings of 2;0 seeds per treatment were made at 
Lincoln, with ~wo replications per treatment for each of two planting dates., 
The dosages of X ... rays and thermal neutrons used are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. Percentages of chlorophyll chimeras, leaf slashes and twin stalks 
in maize for various dosages of X-rays and thermal neutrons, 
including two planting dates and four replications. 

Treatments Chimeras Leaf slal3hea Twin stfllke Number of 
,_ ...... - ... , plants. ' 

Control 2.4 1.7 . ° 803 

X-rays 

4,000 r lllt9 28 .. 1 0 797 
8,000 r 15.9 24.3 1.8 490 
16,000 r 13.0 20.7 ° 92 
24,000 r 15.4 19.2 3.8 26 
32,000 r 21.1 31.6 ° 19 

Thermal n~utrons 
(Nth/em /asc.) 

5,,8 x 1012 10.4 26.0 0 404 
10.4 x 1012 18.0 30.0 0 440 
10,7 x 1012 17.6 31.3 0 386 
17.3 x 1012 13.2 30.9 .8 385 
18.7 x 1012 18.1 36.6 4 .. 4 432 
24.8 x 1012 21 .. 2 41.2 3.3 306 
32.1 x 1012 18.5 17.3 502 173 
"L1 x .l~~ 26",4 _48 .. 4 

~:d. 
6 e6 91 - , 

Survival from irradiation effects could not be determined accurately 
in the field since plants heavily injured by irradiation, which would have 
survived under greenhouse conditions, were killed by adverse environmental 
factors, such as a dry surface crust at the time of emergence or a prevalence 
of smut spores which gained access through the necrotic streaks in the leaves. 
However, it was apparent that plant stands were severely reduced by X~ra1 
doses of 16,000 r and higher, and by the highest thermal neutron treatment. 

Notes were taken on the growing plants for chlorophyll chimeras, 
elashing of leaf margins and twin stal~s, The chimeras included chlorophyll 
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changes to white, cream, various shades of yellow and green, and, in a few 
cases, a mottled effect of dark spots upon a li~ht background. In some cases 
the same chimera occurred in an identical area on both leaf surfaces. A few 
instances were noted in which adjacent stripes or bands of different colors 
formed multiple ohimeras. Leaf slashes occurred as longitudinal cuts in the 
margins~ either on one side of the midrib or on both sides in identical areas. 
The slashes were distinctive from the streaking of seedling leaves which later 
formed necrotic tissue with consequent shredding~ 

The frequencies of chimeras, leaf slashes and twin stalks for all 
replications of both plantings are presented in Table 1.. Whereas chimeras 
and leaf slashes were observed in the untreated series, it is evident that 
both X ... rays and thermal neutrons caused a considerable increase in their 
frequencies, with a tendency toward relatioi.1shlp with dosage" The occurrence 
of twin stalks was confined to the higher radiation dosages and also showed 
some relationship with dosage. In most of the cases of twin stalks observed 
each stalk formed its own tassel and ear shoot. 

Microsporocyte, pollen and ear samples were taken from all treatments 
for studies of chromosomal aberrations, pollen abnormalities, and ear 
sterilities, respectively. These studies are in progress o 

Rosalind Morris and E. F. Frolik 
2. ~h£Bse stu2tes of X~~~therma~M~~tron~£ects on croE seedliu~. 

An attempt is being made to determine the effective dosage range of 
irradiation of dormant seeds for a number of crop species with X-ray and 
thermal neutrons and to find species which are differentially susceptible 
to the two types of irradiations. 

Five types of corn are included in the 15 crops tested. These are: 
dent, flint, sWeet, pop and waxy, Single cross foundqtion seed was used 
to insure uniformity. The limited data available indicnte that all types 
of corn arG apprOXimately equally resistant to irradiation. More extensive 
tests have been made with dent corn and barley than with any of the other 
crops studied. The single cross 1289 x l205 dent corn and Himalaya barley 
have been used. Dormant seeds were irradiated with X-rays and thermal neutrons 
at dosages shown in Table 2" The 100 seeds per treatment were planted in 
flats in a randomized block design consisting of 4 replications .. 

Plant height has been used as a meaSure of the injury due to irradiation. 
Measurements have been taken at 7 day intervals for a maximum of 35 days 
after planting the seeds, From preliminary statistical analysis of the data 
it appears that measurements on the fourt.eenth day show the greatest 
differences between control plants and plants from irradiated seed. 

There appears to be a differential susceptibility of dent corn and 
barley to the two radiations.. As shown in table 2 corn seems to be mQre 
susceptible to X-rays than the barley especially if number of surviving plants 
is considered~ On the other hand corn is more resistant to thermal neutrons 
than barley. 
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Table 2. The effects of X-raY and thermal neutron radiation on dormant seeds 
of barley and corn as measured by plant height 14 days after 
planting •. 

Control 

X"ray 
4000r 
8000r 

l6000r 
24000r 
32000r 

Nth 
4.7 x 10H~ 

No. 
plants 

94 

93 
96 
54 
8 
7 

98 

A'\7era~e Height 
% of 

em. control 

37.7 100 

33.7 89.4 
25 .. 6 67.9 
12.6 33.4 
4.9 l2~9 

12.3 32,5 

7.2 x 1012 

10.2 x 1012 
11.6 x 1012 
17,.2 x 1012 
21.6 x 1012 92 26.7 70.7 

No. 
plants em. , 

97 23.2 100 

94 20.6 88~4 
97 20.7 89.0 
89 18.4 79 .. 1 
88 16,0 69.0 
86 9.6 4le5 

97 19.4 83.7 
99 16 .. 7 72.0 

99 9.6 41.1 
99 ).5 14,9 

~.~~~.2~x~1_0_12 ______ ~9~5 __ ~ •• ___ ~1~7~.~~1 ____ ~~5~.~9~ ____ ~ ______ ~ __________ __ 

Banjamin H. Beard 
E. F. Frolik 

UNIVERSITY OF THE PHILIPPINES 
The Corn Improvement at the Central Experiment 
Station,Los Banos, Luzon, Philippine Islands 

In Cooperation with Cornell University 

1. The Maize Project~ 

Corn pollination has occupied our attention during the last few weeks. 
The material is a part of the breeding program of Dr. Dioscoro L. Umali, 
Cornell Ph.D.'49, who is in-charge of the Division of Plant Breeding in the 
Department of Agronomy. 

In addition to Doctor Umali'~ material, a considerable collection of 
varieties, inbreds, and crosses was received through the kindness of Dr. 
Sterling Wortman, In-charge of corn improvement for the Rockefeller Foundation 
at Mexico City, Mexico, and from Dr" Lewis M. Roberts, Director of the 
Rockefeller Foundntion Arricultural Program in Columbia, Medellin, Colombia, 
S,A. This introduced material is now approaching the tasseling stare as it 
was planted somewhat la.ter than Doctor Umali's material. A collection of in
breds anD. hybrids was received also throUlyh the help of Dr. F. D .. Richey, 
Coordinator of the Southern Corn Improvement Program in United States. 
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A brief description of the stotus of Doctor Umali's breeding program 
may be of interest to corn workers and to other corn breeders~ DoctorUmali's 
material consist of inbred lines. produced from four different flint varieties. 
These are called College Yellow Flint, Cuban Yellow Flint, College White Flint, 
and Bicol White Flint. 

The two Yellow Flint varieties are distinctly of different genetic 
origin and that, probably, is true also of the two White Flint varieties. 
Previous to this crop season, Doctor Umali has tested the combining ability 
of a considerable number of Flint inbreds from each of the varieties. With 
the Yellow Flint material the combining ability of the College Yellow inbreds 
was determined by top crossing these with Cuban. The Cuban inbreds were tested 
in top crosses with College Yellow. The inbreds of the two VVhite varieties 
have been tested in a similar manner. 

During the present crop season the following procedures have been 
carried out. Five to ten inbreds of good combining ability were selected from 
previous yield trials from each of the four varieties. Recently, we have 
completed producing the following types of single crosses: (1) Intercrosses 
betweeninbreds of College Yellow, (2) intercrosses between Cuban inbreds, and 
(3) all possible crosses between each inbred of Cuban with each inbred of 
College Yellow. 

We are looking forward with a great deal of interest to the yielding 
ability and other characteristics of these crosses as determined from 
rather extensive yield trials which we propose to make during the next seasonls 
crop. As two crops of corn can be grown for a yeor here, the program is almost 
a continuous one. We also hope to make some combinations between introduced 
material from Mexico, Columbia, and southern United States with inbred lines 
obtained from the local varieties here. 

H. K. Hayes 

UNIVERSITY OF STELLENBOSCH, AND COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 
Potchefstroom, Union of South Africa 

1. ~1i~ion of Amer1£§B Inbreds in~ South Afric~n Breeding Program. 

Only a few American lines Eer se can be used in this country due to 
poor adaptation. An attempt to utilize the reportedly high combining ability 
of certain American lines Was made by backcrossing for two gener~tions to 
adapted South African lines as the recurrent parents, All comparisons were 
then made after crossing to a common tester. 

The unadapted American lines flowered later yet matured earlier than 
South African lines or backcrossed generations while Flts were intermediate. 

Greater stalk breakage in crosses was associated with the American lines 
used and this character proved to be additive in inheritance; as was also the 
case vlith shelling percentage, 
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The test cross yields of the American lines were only average or below 
average. Only a few high combining selections VIere obtained in any of the 
backcrossed fenerations and these were considered to be new recombinations, 
with a more favorable gene dosage than either parent. Combining ability under' 
South African conditions is apparently due largely to adaptation to variable 
moisture conditions. Selection for adaptability while backcrossing to the 
American lines to retain combining ability should prove more useful. 

B. Stead 

2. A Quantitat~~ Approach to Flint-Dent qontrasts 

On grinding in a burr mill t the soft starch of the dont corns pulverisep 
to a meal, while the flinty portion tends to granulate. Separation by an 
appropriate sieving method gave a quantitative measure of flint-dent gradation. 
An empirical scale of nine grades of indentation, significantly different in ~: 
soft starch yields, could be set up, on which the segregates of a wide array 
of crosses betV!reen inbreds could be accommodated on a quantitative basis. 

Data from a preliminary study with this method indicates:-

1. That a degree of dominance exists in respoct to the dent character, 

2. Flintiness seems to be associnted with some mechanism of preferential 
fertilizationo Whether this advantage of the flint genotype is gametic 
or merely one of time of pollination, WaS not established .. 

3. A probable cytoplasmic influence was apparent and the phenotype of n 
double cross hybrid is determined not only by the parental genotypes 
involved, but also by their position in the cross. 

C. H: Kuhn 

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

1. yariegated pericarp ~~udie~ 

It has been shown that when variegated pericarp of "medium" grade 
mutates to the stable self-colored (self-red) type another mutant showing a 
distinctly lighter type of variegation frequently is formed as a co-twin 
(Brink and Nilan, GENETICS 3 3'7&519-541+) e On the basis of limited data it 
was suggested that the mutant co-twin to self-color is identical with "light" 
variegated, a phenotype ~;Thich regularly occurs with 11 somewhat variable and 
usually low 1 frequency among the offspring of all medium variegated plants in 
this stock. Additional data obtained in 1952 and based upon twin spots 
occurring on two ears confirm the identity. 

Both the ears upon which twin spots appeared v'ere heterozygous for 
colorless 'Pericarp. They were pollinated by colorless pericarp. The three 
classes of kernels (medium variegnted, as the "controP', and the two components 
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of the twin spots, namely, self-red and light variegated} were grown out. 
Pollen from several of the resulting plants was then applied to a closely 
related colorless pericarp stock. The colored offspring from self-~ed mutant 
kernels are regularly self-red, and are omitted from the summary. The dis
tributions of offspring of the heterozygous plants tracing to the medium and 
light variegated kernels on the original twin-spot ears are tabulated below. 

__________ .. ________ • ____________ E::a~r __ N_o~. ___ l _____ , ________ ~--------------------

Family 
-, 

63"377 
-380 
-381 
-382 

Totals 

__ Distribution of offsErini. , 
Colorles!,! . _Self-red . J;.ishtvar. Med, var, 
(Descended from light var, twin-spot kernels) 

32 2 18 17 
35 0 12 15 
35 4 17 13 
26 1 18 12 m 9 65 64 

{Descended from medium var, 
_. 

kerne1s)----------------"control" --------------~----~~--~~~.----~ 

63-393 
-394 
-396 

Totals 

41 
31 
14 

106 

7 6 
13 5 
..2 ~ 
26 19 

_____________________ • ________ ~E~a~r_N~~~_.~2~ ______________ , 

12 
27 
28 
67 

-
_ Distribution of offspring ___ , __ ............ ______ _ 
Colorless Self-red' Light var. Med. var, 

Family 

------......,;;('='D,;;;.es,;;.;c .. ·;;;e-n'"='de-d~f'!""'r-om' light var. twin-spot kerne1a~ 
63~132 

-134 
-135 

Totals 

63 ... 148 
-149 
-150 
-151 
-152 

Totals 

23 1 29 3 
35 1 25 2 
18 0 Jg 2 
76 2" 86 "7 

(Descended 'from medium var, 
17 3 
27 2 
33 4 
25 7 
U ...2. 

115 21 

"control" 
2 
5 
4 
4 
2 

i7 

kerne1s~ 
14 
26 
13 
20 
-2 
82 

" III. • ..... ' ; 
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The light variegated segregates in the families descended from the 
light 'rariegat,ed kernels in the twin-spot sectors were identical in appear" 
ance with the light variegateds appearine among the descendants of the kernels 
qn the medium variegated portions of the same ears. It may be concluded vhat 
they represent a single genetic class of variegated pericarp. 

Light and medium variegateds occurred with equal frequency in the four 
families descended from the light variegated kernels from the twin-spots on 
Ear No. I, The corresponding families from Ear No. 2 show a large proponder"
ance of light variegateds. The difference is explainable on the hypothesis 
(Brink and Nilan, cited above) that Modulator, the genetic element which 
differentiates light and medium variegateds, is linked with the E locus in 
the Ear No. 2 group and independent of I in the fnmilies derived from Ear No. Ie< 

R. A. Br:i.nk 

2. §egregntipns of-!he Cg gone in the presen£§ of plus modifiera. 

Genetic evidence has been obtained that the expression of the ~ 
(corn grass) gene may not only be reduced from thG dominant to the recessive 
condition but be eliminated entirely by the accumulativo effect of plus 
modifier genes. In some F2 families the .Qg gene was expressed in less than 
three per cent of the individuals o 

The genotype of plnnts from F2 segrerations of the gg gene' at high plus 
modifier levels may be determined by a progeny test with F3 families or by 
outcrosses to Connecticut 142, a prolific rice pop inbred. The progeny test 
is effective in determining whether the normal F2 segrerants are ~/+ or Cg/+ 
because the Cg/Cg plants can be recognized as corn grass in cases where the 
Cg/+ plants appear normal. Cl42 may be used to determine the corn grass 
genotype because the plus modifier genes for the Qg gene are largely recessive 
in combination with this rice pop inbred although they are dominant in com
bination with most other inbreds. 

The wide array of distinct pleiotropic effects of the .Qg gene has made 
possible the interaction of many plus modifier genes and their subsequent 
classification, 

3 • .Qorn grass,morphologl 

A classification of the effects of modifier genes on the expression of 
the Qg, gene has entailed a morphological analysis o The structural nature of 
modern corn becomes more obvious in corn grass since many of the morphological 
peculiarities of corn grass result from the active development of parts that 
are normally suppressed during ontogenYa 

Evidence bearing on the structure of the maize inflorescence has been 
studied. The gross morphology of a series of corn grass cobs seems to support 
the spirnl fusion theory while an examination of the vascular anatomy does not 
support this theory. The effects of the Qg gene on the ontogeny of corn have 
been studied on greenhouse grown plants., 
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4. The vestigial racbjlla express~on of the Vg g~ 

Reduction of the floral bracts in Ys. corn allows for the expansion of 
the base of the kernel while reduction of the rachilla makes possible greater 
~xpansion in length. Although the floral bracts, of which the glume is the 
1!Iost prominant and lowermost, may present a "stiek in the teeth" problem to 
connoisseurs of corn on the cob, they may be easily washed away from the cut
corn during the commercial canning process.. The most valuable expression 
of the Xg gene now appears to be the feature of deeper kernels via the 
reduced rachilla~ Up to two-thirds of the diameter of the normal cob may be 
occupied by the rachillas. The crowding of the base of the kernels on a 
smaller Ys. cob necessitates expansion in length. Tests on 44 ears of the 
normal and Y.g forms of one experimental hybrid showed that the ::!.& ears 
yielded 14.1% more cut off than did their normal counterparts. This in-
crease in percentage cut off was not effected by change in the outside diameteJ; 
but by a reduction in raohilla length. . 

5~ Resistance t2-blasting of Vg tasse~ 

Resistance to anther blasting is a major obstacle in the development 
of yg pollen shedding inbreds. In the moist cool summer of 1951 at Madison 
most Y.g plants with short tassel glumes wore good pollen shedders. This was 
not the cnse this past summer (1952) which was comparatively hot and dry. 
The plus modified Ys. Oh55 i:pbred bh~sted completely while other plus modified 
lines blasted to varying degrees. 

It may be that cool damp areas will be best suited for increasing Y.g 
inbred seed. If the Y& inbred was used as the seed parent, glumeless hybrids 
could still be produced in dry areas such as Idaho. 

The plus modifier genes for the Y.g gene ar~ dominant and so aro 
expressed in the Fl hybrid.. Since heterosis tends to stimuhte pollen shedding, 
we shOUld be fible to get good glumeless sweet corn hybrids if we can develop 
good Y.g pollen shedding inbreds. The present ::!.g breeding program includes Il 

series of outcrosses to the heat tolerant tropical corns ~n the theory that 
they are also resistant to tassel blasting. Outcrosses have also been ~~de 
to red and purple anther lines since there is an indic"1.tion that the dark 
anther colors aid j[g pollen shedding. This Was born out by data colJ.ected 
on a plus modified IgC13 stock which was segregating for anther color. 

Walton C. Galinat 



UNIVERSITY OF ZAG~EB 
Institute for Plant Breeding and Genetics 

Zabreb, Yugoslavia 

1. ~heritable somatic mutation in the structure-2f~rp endosRerm iq 
~ea mays-1. 

77. 

Strain No. 103 of our dent variety M-l has been inbred for 5 years by 
artificial self~fertilization. In 1938 one selfed plant of inbred 103 
developed two different types of kernels on its ear" Tho kernels appeared 
to be dent and flint respectively. This unusual ear was 14 cm. long and 
the flint type kernels were restricted to the upper 6.5 em. while the 
kernels on the rest of the ear were of the parental dent type. Kernels from 
the midd,le of the flinty as well as of the denty portion of the ear were 
planted separately and their plants self-fertilized. On the plants which 
developed from the flinty kernels, ears with the flinty kernel type formed. 
Some of these ears developed kernels on which a small starchy circle was 
visible in the upper portion. In the second generation after self
fertilization, plants formed fiars which showed segrf3fations for dent and flint 
kernels. From the kernels of the denty part of the originally mutated ear; 
plants were obtained on which after selfing, only kernels of the denty type 
appeared. . 

From our investirations it fo11o'l)"s that before or during the formation 
of the embryo sack cells in the mutated portion of the ear 1 a gene mutation 
from the dent to the flint type occurred. The mother cell in the embryo 
sack, as well as the two polar nuclei must have had gcmes for the flinty 
type of kernel while the pollen on the same plant must have had genes for 
the denty type of kernel. 

2 • .H£illable prgllillntion of tasse~~ vcgeta:!;lY£L!QR!'oducti2!L.i!:! 
Zea mays 1. 

In 1931 I first reported in "Der Zuchter" the occurrence of n heritable 
proliferation of tassels in certain plants which were offspring of plants 
with decussated I opposite positioned leaves. Since that time about one 
thousand such plants have been studied so that now it is possible to present 
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a short survey of the growth, morphology, and inheritance of the mentioned 
character. A difference between these and normal plants is detectable as 
soon as the fourth leaf appears due to the fact that the further growth of 
the abnormal plants is very slow. In the flowering stage the abnormal 
plants have a height of 50 to 90 cm. if the tassel, which usually hangs down, 
is extended. The stalk is about 20 to 40 cm. high and has 4 to 5 nod9s~ The 
leaves are about 2 to 3 cm. in width and have a length of from 30 to 50 cm~ 
The largest leaf is at the third node below the tassel. The tassels are 
about 40 to 60 cm. long and have 28 to 35 nodes. On these nodes are in~ 
florescences of a peculiar form and size. On the base of the tassels are 
shoots that resemble young maize plants and at the terminal part, very small 
spikelets are attached. These spikelets. lack anthers. Directionally from 
the top to the base of the tassel there may be found: nearly 50 spikelets 
(lacking anthers) on a length of about 4 cm., next, approximately 100 spikelet~ 
with normal anthers on 5 cm., and then a part of the tassel with more than 
100 abnormal spikelets and shoots respectively. In the uppermost shoots, 
anthers and pistils occur, but near the base of the tassel, the inflorescences 
in the shoots are often not developed. These shoots have a leaf like organ 
at the base. This organ has developed from the glume. The next leaves on 
such shoots show a visible sheath and blade at this stage of development. 

Sometimes a scalelike organ occurs between the undifferentiated leaves 
and those leaves with a differentiated sheath and blade. This scalelike 
organ has probably developed from the lemmas and paleas. The proliferation 
of the staminate inflorescence has probably taken place at the time of the 
formation of the glumes. The glumes have changed j.nto leaves and from the 
vegetation point a shoot instead of a flower has developed. The second, 
upper flo1.".'er has not appeared. The shoots on the lower most nodes have small 
roots. Such shoots when transplanted to soil, grow into plants of about 120 
cm. height, and develop normal tassels. However, these plants usually do not 
have ears. In some lower shoots of the first mentioned abnormal plants, very 
small ears are visible. From self-fertilization which normally takes place 
in such shoots, offspring may be obtained. These offspring are abnormal 
plants resembling the parental type. Hybridization of normal plants with 
the proliferating type, through the use of pollen from abnormal plants, 
results in an Fl with abnormal plants similar to the defective parent. The 
abnormal factor is dominant in action. The F2 consists of abnormal and 
normal plants in a segregation pattern of nearly J~l. In spite of crosses 
with ten maize chromosome testers, data is lacking at this date as to the 
location of the gene or genes controlling proliferation. In the abnormal 
plants one abnormally long and one abnormally short chromosome have been 
found. These chromosomes are probably the product of a reciprocal transloca
tion and are perhaps responsible for the abnormal development of the tassels 
on the plants described. 

A. Tavcar 
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Mary Sherwood 

IV Seed Stocks.. A complete listing of stocks of genes and gene combinations 
available at Cornell appears in the 1952 Maize News Letter. Subsequent 
listings will originate from the Illinois station in accordance with 
the information presented under item 2 of announcements, 

H. L. Everett 


